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INTRODUCTION
This thesis describes the results obtained from the application of a new type of bone
conduction hearing aid, the Bone Anchored Hearing Aid (BAHA) In 1988 the BAHA
was introduced in the Netherlands at the University Hospital Nijmegen as a new approach
to hearing rehabilitation Up to 1 January 1997, a total of 195 patients have been treated
with this method in Nijmegen The first evaluation of this new application (Investigative
Medicine Project) resulted in the thesis 'The Bone Anchored Hearing Aid, clinical and
audiological aspects', by Mylanus ' The present thesis extends the evaluation of this new
method, to further improve the rehabilitation of a selected group of hearing impaired
patients
Hearing impairment is a very common disease In the Netherlands, 1 out of 2 people of
80 years ol age are so severely impaired that it is necessary to offer them rehabilitation
with a hearing aid In the 1995 TNO report (Dutch Organisation for Applied Scientific
Research) it was assumed that between 650 000 and 1,3 million of the present 15 million
inhabitants are hearing impaired 2 In the vast majority of cases, the deafness originates
Irom the inner ear It is then possible to provide hearing rehabilitation with an air
conduction hearing aid, which transmits the sound through the external ear canal In about
20% of the cases, the hearing loss is localised in the middle ear Besides the possibility of
fitting an air conduction hearing aid, sound can also be transmitted via bone (the skull)
directly to the inner ear (bone conduction hearing aid) Such hearing aids can be mounted
invisibly in a sturdy spectacle frame An alternative design comprises a headband with
transducer pressed against the skull The transducer is connected to a body-worn receiver
which can be worn under or above the clothes or the transducer is connected to a behindthe-ear hearing aid fitted to the contralateral ear
Air conduction hearing aids are generally preferred by patients owing to the quality of the
rehabilitation and their being easier to wear, but under some circumstances, for example
if a patient has a persistent ear infection and if the ear mould causes or worsens ear
infections, it is not preferable to wear an air conduction hearing aid In these cases, a
conventional bone conduction hearing aid can form a solution However, the conventional
bone conduction hearing aids have a number of disadvantages Useful amplification is no
longer possible if the sensorineural component of the hearing loss is between 40 to 50 dB
To function adequately, the transducer of the bone conductor must be pressed very firmly
against the skull This can lead to skin irritation, ulceration, headaches and open wounds
because of the pressure on the skin The body level receiver which is usually worn under
the clothes does not always provide sufficient benefit because of, for instance, irritating
background noise This is caused by the clothes brushing against the microphone of the
body-level receiver Such irritating noise is also amplified by the hearing aid
9

The conventional bone conductor is the least attractive from a cosmetic point of view
Since 1988, the BAHA has been applied in the Netherlands to hearing impaired patients
with severe conductive deafness who will not benefit from reconstructive middle ear
surgery In addition a BAHA is fitted to patients who suffer from any of the above
mentioned problems with an air conduction hearing aid and a conventional bone conduction hearing aid. After unilateral application the BAHA proved to be beneficial in the
short-term, questions arose about the long-term results with the percutaneous titanium
implant in a larger group of patients.
Over the years variations and simplifications of the surgical techniques have been applied
and evaluated. The steady increase in the number of patients has made it possible to
lurther investigate the value of the BAHA in various subgroups ot patients. Moreover, the
recent development of the most powerful BAHA so far (the BAHA Cordelle) has led to
questions about the field of indication, the effectiveness and benefit in the short-term
Subsequently, in the Nijmegen series, the BAHA has very gradually been applied
bilaterally, which has also led to new evaluation of the results
Before presenting the scientific questions, the following subjects will be discussed· the
physiology of bone conduction, the development of the type of percutaneous titanium
implant used (Brânemark), the development of the BAHA and bilateral application. This
is followed by recommendations from the Medical Insurance Board (ziekenfondsraad) and
various remarks about the distribution and commercialisation of the BAHA. The chapter
is concluded with an overview ot the literature about the BAHA and the composition ot
the present thesis.
The physiology of hearing by bone conduction
A great deal of research has been done into and much has been written about bone
conduction Many authors have tried to explain all bone-conduction phenomena on the
basis of one single, unifying concept. In the beginning there were two schools of thought
on the theory of bone-conduction. One school maintained that energy was transmitted to
the receptors exclusively via the bones of the skull, this mode became known as the
osseous route of bone conduction. The other school believed that vibration of the skull
caused relative displacement of the auditory ossicles, which would then be conducted via
the air conduction pathway This mode was referred to as the osseo-tympanic route of
bone conduction There is some evidence in favour of each theory, i.e there are some
phenomena that can best be explained in terms ot one theory and other phenomena that
are better accounted for the opposing theory However, bone-conduction is a complicated
phenomenon, much more complex than air conduction. In bone conduction there is not a
solitary point of input to the ear, such as the tympanic membrane for air conduction 1
Tonndorf found that the ultimate reception of bone-conduction signals results from a
number of contributing factors that may be conveniently classified under the three
anatomical parts of the ear, the external ear canal, the middle ear and the inner ear. i.e
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there is an ear canal component, a middle ear component and an inner ear component
The responses from all three components converge within the inner ear and produce a
common resultant: bone conduction stimulus of the cochlea.
Thus, in present day terminology, the osseous mode represents the compressional
response of the inner ear component, while the osseo-tympanic mode represents the
inertial response of the middle ear component Summarized, the bone conduction
response of the ear itself is brought about by three basic modes according to Tonndorf4
(see Figure 1)
1.
the reception of sound energy radiated into the external ear canal (dominant
contribution at high frequencies (HF));
2.
the inertial response of the middle ear ossicles and the inner ear fluids (dominant
contribution at low frequencies (LF)); ossicular inertia, (Bekesy^ and Bárány6)
3.
the compressional response of the inner ear spaces (dominant response at middle
frequencies (MF)); compressional theory, (Herzog and Krainz7).
The inertial response and the compressional theory are explained below.

/. The reception of sound energy;
When a vibrating signal is applied to the skull, energy is produced by the walls of the
external canal and transmitted to the tympanic membrane This mode may be increased or
decreased by closing or opening the external canal, or by changing the canal resonance or
the impedance of the tympanic membrane. An impairment of the middle ear may
eliminate or reduce the transmission of the sound energy developed in the external canal.
2 Ossicular inertia; (the middle ear component or the inertial mode of bone conduction)
This phenomenon was introduced by Békésys and Bárány6 who presented theoretical and
psychophysical evidence for bone conduction stimulation by a mechanism that was termed
Ossicular inertia'

Compression
cochlear shell

• Brain

Air о
conduction

Figure I A simplified model of the sound transmission pathways to the cochlea, when stimulated by ac, be,
and dbc This model also illustrates the by-pass effect achieved by dbc and be
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According to this theory, the inertia of the ossicles during forced vibration of the skull
causes relative motion between the stapes and the oval window This motion leads to
cochlear stimulation in the same manner as that produced by an air-conducted signal This
mode of bone-conduction stimulation was considered to be of particular importance at low
frequencies and for translatory vibration of the skull
3. Compression theory, (the inner ear component or the compressional mode of bone
conduction) This phenomenon was described by Herzog & Krainz Ί They postulated that
the vibratory energy that reaches the cochlea causes alternate 'compressions' and
'expansions' of the cochlear shell The incompressible cochlear fluid must yield under the
influence of these opposite movements and produce displacement ot the basilar membra
ne However, if the elastic characteristics of the cochlear scalae are equal, then compres
sion of the cochlea will not cause fluid displacement A compensatory mechanism would
be required to produce volume changes of the cochlear spaces Such a mechanism is
possible because the round window is more compliant than the oval window In addition,
the presence of semicircular canals and vestibules in the region of the stapes enhances
further a displacement of the fluid from scala vestibuli to scala tympani The contribution
of compressional bone conduction is greatest at high frequencies where the skull no
longer moves as a rigid body but rather is compressed and expanded segmentally in
response to an alternating vibration
Development of percutaneous titanium implants
The development of the percutaneous titanium implant began with a coincidental discove
ry made by the Swede Per-Ingvar Bránemark in 1950 Elaine Williams has written a
detailed biography about this biologist in 'A matter of balance' * A short summary is
given below.
Bránemark was interested in the healing process of damaged bone He learned about the
so-called 'rabbit ear chamber', a technique for observing blood flow in vivo in conscious
live animals, during a two-week visit to Cambridge University in England With this
'chamber', Bránemark wished to observe red blood cells in the bone marrow in the legs
of rats. Previously, tantalum had been used to construct inspection chambers, but owing
to a shortage of this material, he chose a metal that was still unfamiliar at that time,
namely titanium.
When the titanium inspection chambers had to be removed for re-use, he discovered that
it was impossible to remove them At that time Bránemark was too busy to take any
serious notice of what had occurred, other than to experience some irritation at the loss of
his inspection chambers. This coincided with his being offered a professorship at the
Department of Anatomy. With a team he devised a set of experiments which enabled
them to track blood flow in humans using an adaption of the chamber technique so
successfully used for the bone studies.
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In the early 1960s there was much interest in so-called 'biocompatible' materials and
Brànemark felt that titanium had such potential. This formed the basis for what has
become a world-famous discovery. The metal titanium seemed to be accepted by living
bone. A great many questions arose: What was so special about titanium that it appeared
to be accepted by living tissue in this unusual way? Was this acceptance a result of the
surgical technique the team had developed? Could titanium be retained in the body in the
long-term? What was the optimum design for the titanium components? To answer all
these questions he had to recruit the help of researchers outside the medical field.
First titanium screws were tested as dental implants in experimental animals. Many
screws became loose after a short time. Brànemark discerned that if the screws were left
unloaded for some time 3-6 months, the bone would grow in close apposition to the
titanium surfaces and provide firm anchorage. Brànemark gave the name 'osseointegration' to this long-term bonding between metal and bone (Figure 2).
By 1965, some five years after he had moved to Goteborg, Brànemark and his team felt
that they had gathered enough information about titanium and bone to put it to practical
use in the human skeleton, in the form of a dental prosthesis. For several reasons,
dentistry was perhaps the worst, most sensitive and most difficult area to tackle first. This
fact, coupled with the Swedish dental fraternity's generally poor view about implants in
dentistry, did not inspire much confidence in Brànemark's techniques. In the early 1970s,
Bränemark's work was criticised. There were also difficulties with becoming accepted and
approved by the authorities. The latter was one of the many major conflicts that Brànemark encountered over many years.

Figure 2: Bone tissue growing onto a titanium screw. Microscopy.
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By April 1976, the Brànemark method had become fully incorporated into the National
Insurance System In 1977, the first training courses started, it had been twelve years
since the first patient treatment Now was the lime to reveal his work on an international
level By 1992, the number ot teams working with the Brànemark system had run into the
hundreds, it not thousands Brànemark realised that by continuing to manufacture the
titanium components by hand, he would soon be unable to cope with the increasing
demands
In 1970 (when his work had been criticised) he decided to have the implant system
manufactured and sold on a commercial basis and to establish the Institute for Applied
Biotechnology to continue his research
After the acceptance and application of the dental prosthesis and almost simultaneously
with the start of research into craniofacial prosthesis, studies also started on the feasibility
of percutaneous fixation in the os temporale tor the purpose of fitting a bone conduction
hearing aid Since then the area of application has been extended with fixation of
orthopaedic prosthesis for limb replacement
Osseointegration
At the Department ot Biomatenals/Handicap Research, Institute for Surgical Sciences,
Goteborg University Sweden, studies have been performed on factors that influence the
process ot osseointegration So far, this has resulted in 14 PhD theses ')22 These studies
have laid the scientific foundations for the clinical application of percutaneous titanium
implants Albrektsson^1 concluded tor instance that six factors are important tor good
osseointegration These factors are the material of the implant, the design of the implant,
the quality of the surface, the status of the bone tissue, the surgical technique and the
loading conditions
Johansson' found that commercially-pure titanium was the best choice of implant material
in terms of achieving firm bone fixation Carlsson et al '" evaluated different implant
designs and concluded that implants with a screw thread had close contact with the
surrounding bone, without any intervening fibrous tissue, a perfectly smooth implant
surface did not encourage bone formation, which was also valid for excessively irregular
surfaces Wennerberg" found that 75 μιτι blasted screws achieved stronger bone fixation
Furthermore, bone in a poor general condition, due to for example local infection at the
2
insertion site or local irradiation, may be deleterious to implant incorporation ' A
standardized and controlled surgical technique is important to promote the healing
process Bone is heat sensitive and a temperature of more than 47 °C for more than a
3
minute is likely to impair bone regeneration ' It a fixture is loaded too early potential
osseointegration is at risk If a fixture is not loaded at all, bone remodelling may be
inadequate for functional loading later Without doubt, the Brànemark system is the bestdocumented titanium implant system in the world
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The ORL Department at Sahlgrenska University Hospital in Goteborg first applied
implants to three patients in 1977 This was the first time that the Brànemark implant
system was used outside the oral cavity Nobelpharma (who changed their name to Nobel
Biocare m 1996) also agreed to develop the hearing aid commercially at that time
In the light of the good results, A Tjelstrom from the ORL Department at the Sahlgrenska Hospital in Goteborg, started to develop surgical techniques for facial applications He
set up education programmes to train surgeons in the surgical techniques to implant a
fixture for BAHA application In April 1987, Mr D Proops, FRCS, from the Department of ORL, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham and Professor С Cremers from the
ORL Department, University Hospital Nijmegen, were both trained in Goteborg by A
Tjellstrom In February 1988, this hearing aid design was approved by the Swedish health
system by the Swedish National Social Welfare Board This was eleven years after the
first three patients had been implanted in 1977
Development of the bone-anchored hearing aid
Collaborative effort between teams at the Sahlgrenska Hospital in Sweden led to an
osseointegrated bone-conduction hearing aid As mentioned above, titanium implants for
the attachment of bone-anchored hearing devices have been in clinical use in Sweden
since 1977 In 1984 the first thesis on direct bone conduction devices was published by В
Hàkansson, from the Chalmers University of Technology, Goteborg He envisaged that a
conventional bone-conduction hearing aid could be attached by a snap connector to the
titanium implant24 The early version of the bone anchored hearing aid proved to have
some drawbacks, including the method of connection and the fact that the microphone and
the transducer, which vibrated against the bone, suffered from acoustic feedback if they
were placed too close together Within two years, the designers (Hàkansson and Carlsson)
had produced their third generation of bone-conduction devices, having rethought the
design completely This is the one being used to rehabilitate patients today In 1990 a
second thesis on direct bone-conduction devices was published by Ρ Carlsson 2S
Types of bone-anchored hearing aid
There are five types of BAHA (Figure 3) The first is the HC200, which was updated in
1993 and is now called the BAHA HC300 or the BAHA classic Patients with conductive
or mixed hearing loss and a pure-tone average bone conduction (PTAbc) threshold at 0 5,
1 and 2 kHz of up to 40-45 dB HL can be fitted with the standard BAHA HC300 This
hearing aid is an ear-level type The second is the BAHA HC220, BAHA Superbass
which is a more powerful device, connected to a body-worn receiver Patients with a
PTAbc of up to 60-65 dB HL can be fitted with the more powerful HC220 The third
type is the BAHA HC360, which is also an ear-level type, but smaller and a little less
powerful than the BAHA HC300 The fourth and most recent type is the BAHA Cordelle
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Figure 3: Four types of ВАНА. From left to right; BAHA Cordelle, ВАНА HC-220, ВАНА НС-360, ВАНА
НС-300

Figure 4: The snap coupling of the BAHA Cordelle

It is even more powerful than the BAHA HC220 and is connected to a 9-V body-worn
receiver. A new connection method has been developed to connect the transducer to the
percutaneous implant: the plastic insert and the bayonet are no longer necessary. The
abutment of the BAHA Cordelle has a smaller diameter, a smooth outer surface and a
snap coupling (Figure 4). The lowest bone conduction threshold at which patients can be
adequately rehabilitated has not yet been determined. Recently, in Sweden audiological
tests in patients with pure sensorineural hearing losses are performed with the fifth type,
the BAHA HC 400.
Recommendations from the Dutch Health Committee
In June 1988 the first percutaneous titanium implants were applied at the ORL Depart
ment of the University Hospital Nijmegen by Professor Cremers for the purpose of fitting
a BAHA. Financing was received from the University Hospital Nijmegen (Committee for
New Activities) for the first 10 patients. The earlier results from Göteborg262932 and the
results from Nijmegen with the BAHA were so favourable that at the Nijmegen ORL
Department Prof.Dr. C. Cremers put in a request to the Dutch Health Committee
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(Ziekenfondsraad) to perform an Investigative Medicine Project (ontwikkehngsgeneeskundig project) in 1989 On the advice of the Dutch Health Committee for Investigative
Medicine (Commissie Ontwikkelingsgeneeskunde), the research project was granted and
has been compared with a second trial regarding the transcutaneous bone conduction
hearing aid (Xomed) at the Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam under the supervision
of Dr A Tange The Xomed-device comprises a magnet implanted in the temporal bone,
which is caused to vibrate transcutaneously by a special induction coil, clamped to the
skin 3 4 3 5
The Nijmegen part of this twin project was completed with a report 8S The recommendati
on trom the Investigative Medicine Committee to consider the project Bone anchored
hearing aids for a grant was accepted by the Ministry of Health at the beginning of 1990
The project started on 01-01-90 and continued for three years
In the Netherlands it was estimated that about 250 patients per year would be suitable
candidates for an implantable bone conductor, including allowance for a catching-up
effect In time, the field ot indication is expected to expand Examples of this are
lowering the age limit, the availability of more powerful devices such as the BAHA
Cordelle and the successful bilateral application of the BAHA On 23 February 1995 the
Minister of Health made various recommendations about the Investigative Medicine
Project 'Bone anchored hearing aids'
According to the Board of Health, the BAHA has proven to be effective The indication
criteria were considered to be appropriate Further indication criteria need to be establis
hed and the maximum subsidy, as laid down in article 14, paragraph 7 of the statutory
regulation for appliances, needs to be adjusted to incorporate hearing aids
Regulations for Appliances 1996, Government Gazette 229, 24 November 1995 Chapter
I General regulations
Article 2, Section 2, under ι, 'The right to aids includes the giving on loan of a hearing
aid that can be connected to a bone conductor implant (BAHA)'
Article 29, Section 1, under d, 'Application for permission to be given on loan the
hereafter mentioned aids should be accompanied by a commentary in writing from the
health insurance company stated, the Ε Ν Τ specialist' Article 29, Section 6 'The right
to the aid meant in Article 2, Section 2, under ι, exists if there is an indication as stated
in enclosure 3 under ι, and an air conduction device can not be reasonbly adapted, on the
understanding that the insured party only has a right to one hearing aid of this kind'
Explanations Article 2, 'The Bone Anchored Hearing Aid (BAHA) concerns an external
ly worn hearing aid The implant, the internal part, does not form part of this This part
can be qualified as operation material and is therefore for the account of the hospital
budget In contrast to conventional hearing aids, there is no maximum compensation for
17

the ВАНА

Article 29,

А ВАНА must be prescribed by an E N T

specialist

The

implantation and fitting of the hearing aid should preferably take place at one ol the
centres with the required expertise
Nijmegen

and Rotterdam, University

These are at any rate the University Hospitals
Hospital of Amsterdam

and the Diaconessen

Hospital in Eindhoven The BAHA has been included in the regulation as a loan provision
on these organizational grounds The health insurance company is in that case owner of
the device and they can make arrangements on the organizational aspects of this provision
with the manufacturer of the BAHA and the specific centres where the implantation and
fitting of the device take place'

Article 29, Section 6, 'The BAHA is indicated in the

case of conductive hearing loss There are no other indication requirements than those tor
conventional hearing aids The right to a BAHA can only be claimed when treatment with
a conventional hearing aid does not result in improvement Besides the right is limited to
one aid at the most'
1987-1997 distribution and commercialisation
The first BAHAs were applied at ORL Departments in several North-European countries
(Sweden, Norway

Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands and the UK) These were followed

some time later by ORL Departments in the other European countries and subsequently
by countries all over the world
In Germany the Netherlands, the UK and Denmark the device is paid for by the health
insurance system in a similar way as it is in Sweden In France Switzerland and Austria
the patient has to pay the major part of the cost or the total cost for the external part of
the BAHA device (in most cases surgery and surgical components are covered by the
insurance)
Recently in 1997, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA has decided to
approve the BAHA for marketing in the USA In the same year the Australian Hearing
Service has also approved the BAHA, resulting in tree ot-charge treatment for young
people ot up to the age of 22 years and tor those who have passed the age of retirement
Others will have to pay for the device themselves, but surgery will be covered by health
insurance In general most of the countries in Europe require or will soon lequire that
products are marketed with the CE quality mark, which means that the device fulfils the
Medical Device Directive trom the European Community
1984-1997 Overview of BAHA literature
Below an overview is given ot articles published on the BAHA since 1984 Prior to 1990
the early results with the BAHA were chiefly
Hâkansson and Carlsson ^ "
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c a n

results'"
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74
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a n d

B i r m i n g n a m
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divided into c l i n i c a r ^ " 4 8 '
4

Some

publications

contain

clinical, audiological and subjective findings. Research topics of the clinical presentations
are histological findings, the skin around the percutaneous implant and bone tissue around
36 9
the titanium implant. ^ The surgical techniques used at various centres are described
so
separately " Patients who were born without pinnae and with atresia of the external ear
canal can be fitted with a BAHA and auricular prostheses can also be attached by means
84 92
of titanium implants
The latter are often patients classified under a syndromic diagno
94 %
sis
Implanting children sometimes gives rise to special clinical problems, results with
the BAHA in children are described in the publications84 86 92 in the reference list. A
radiological study has also been published on the most optimal position for the titanium
screw.91 The audiological contributions can be subdivided according to the type of BAHA
that was being tested; studies on the BAHA HC200/3002910 3 9 , 4 , 8 м 6 8 71 and studies on the
BAHA H C 2 2 0 5 9 N ' m Studies on advances in transducer technology, chiefly from the
Chalmers University, Sweden. 2 5 2 9 1 3 6 2 6 4 The BAHA has also been compared to the
previously used conventional bone conduction hearing aid" 7" or to the previously used air
conduction hearing aid " 7 1 There is one audiological study on the bilateral application of
the BAHA.83
In the same period, a great deal of research has been conducted into a different type of
bone anchored hearing aid' the Xomed system;7'' this is a partially implanted bone
conduction hearing aid, which consists of a magnet implanted in the temporal bone and an
external inductive coil positioned above it, creating a transcutaneous coupling. The results
with this system were disappointing.77"8210" Consequently the Xomed system is no longer
available in many countries.
Composition of this thesis
Chapters 2 and 3 describe the short and long-term clinical histological results with this
percutaneous titanium implant according to the surgical technique applied. Chapters 4, 5
and 6 report the short-term (BAHA Cordelle: Chapter 6) and the long-term audiological
results (Chapters 4 and 5). The BAHA was compared to the previously used air conducti
on hearing aids in Chapter 4 and to the previously used conventional bone conduction
hearing aids in Chapter 5. Chapters 7, 8 and 9 describe the short-term audiological and
subjective results in eleven patients with bilateral BAHAs
Scientific questions
The general aim can be divided into a number of specific questions.
1.
Do the titanium implants remain successfully anchored in the temporal bone after
9
long-term follow-up Is the high success rate of anchorage of the implant reprodu
cible after long-term follow-up? What are the clinical results of a simplified
surgical technique?
The success rate obtained with one-stage implantation and a free skin graft was
compared to that obtained with one-stage implantation without a free skin graft.
19

2

3

4

5

6

7

Can complaints of pain in the implant area be explained on the basis of histolo
gical findings in bone tissue9
Histomorphometnc examination and quantification of the bone tissue around three
titanium implants were performed
What are the long term audiological results with the BAHA ' Is it a good alternative for the conventional bone conduction hearing aid and air conduction hearing
aids7
Is the BAHA Cordelle a good solution for patients who are borderline HC220,
Superbass users7 What are the short term audiological results with the BAHA
Cordelle;
What are the short-term audiological results with bilateral BAHA application' Do
bilateral BAHAs provide benefit for patients with (almost) symmetrical sensorineural hearing loss'
Piovide an answer obtained by means of audiological tests in which bilateral
BAHAs are compared to a unilateral BAHA
Is it possible to locate sounds better with two BAHAs' How about speech recogni
tion in quiet and speech recognition in noise' Is there a difference between one
and two BAHAs'
By evaluating the audiological results with bilateral BAHAs obtained in the present
study it might be possible to detect other factors which can help to predict the
success of bilateral BAHA fitting
Is it possible for patients with bilateral congenital aural atresia who have been
excluded from bilateral 'cues' during early life, to hear binaurally with bilateral
BAHAs' What are the subjective results with bilateral BAHAs' Do the subjective
and audiological findings correspond' Are the patients satisfied with two BAHAs'
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ABSTRACT
Clinical results of an extended follow up of percutaneous titanium implants in patients for
application of a bone conductor are presented Furthermore a simplified one stage surgical
procedure is introduced This study entails a consecutive series of 163 implants in 155
patients aged 9 to 80 years who received a percutaneous titanium implant in the temporal
bone since June 1988 at the University Hospital Nijmegen The maximum follow up is 7
years The bone-anchored anchored hearing aid is a bone conductor which can be
connected to a percutaneous abutment fixed to a titanium fixture anchored in the temporal
bone ' Several clinical trials from different clinics have shown it's efficacy in patients
with a conductive or mixed hearing loss In this study attention is paid to the following
issues, the occurrence ot skinreactions the condition of the skin around the abutment, the
stability of the fixture and a simplified surgical technique
INTRODUCI ION
The Iirsi choice for patients with hearing impairment who need a hearing aid is an air
conduction hearing aid But when the external auditory ear canal is lacking or when the
patient suffers from recurrent otorhoea due to the ear mould which is blocking the
auditory canal, an air conduction hearing aid is not a good solution An alternative for
these patients is a conventional bone conductor as a headband or in frames of the
spectacle In a number of cases this devices causes problems such as skin-irritation,
headache due to pressure, inconsistency in the sound quality due to shifting ot the
transducer over the mastoid and not forgetting cosmetic objections The bone anchored
hearing aid is in these cases a solution The bone conductor is fixed on a percutaneous
coupling which is coupled to an osseointegrated titanium implant in the temporal bone and
is therefore a good alternative for the conventional bone conductor ' 2 3 The surgical
procedure in which the titanium implant is fixed was introduced and described in detail by
Tjellstrom ' Several studies have been published on the clinical results of percutaneous
titanium implants in the temporal bone 2 1 W ) 7 Also, subjective results have been obtained
in the past with the new bone conductor and the results were that all patients used their
new bone conductor for more than 8 hours a day * In most of these studies the titanium
implant and percutaneous abutment were placed in a two stage surgical procedure
Promising results in Sweden with a one stage surgical procedure, implant and abutment
were placed in one session prompted us to follow suit In the two-stage and one-stage
procedure a free retroauncular skingraft was used in order to establish an area of skin
free of hairfollicles around the implant
In this study a simplified technique which doesn't involve the use of a skingraft is
described Aim of study was to assess the condition of the skin around the skin penetrating abutment and the stability of the fixture in all patients A simplified surgical
31

technique is introduced and the clinical results obtained with this surgical procedure are
presented
PATIENTS
Inclusion and exclusion criteria used for the selection of the patients have been reported
before ' The first 157 patients were accepted for implantation between june 1988 and
december 1995 Only patients who have had their percutaneous device for 4 months or
more are included In total 155 patients are included in this study Two patients received
bilateral implants, 4 patients have been re implanted and one patient has been re-implan
ted twice resulting in a total of 163 implants The follow-up time vanes between 8
months and 84 months Two patients have been lost to follow up, after 2 years and 4 5
years Eighty-nine ol the patients were temale and 66 were male The youngest patient
was 9 years old and the oldest patient was 80 years old at the time of the surgical
procedure The mean age was 48 years Table 1 shows the history of 155 treated patients
In table 2 the distribution of the type of hearing aid previously used is presented

fable I

Hisior\ of 155 treated patients
Patients

History

No

%

Chronic onus media (COM)
Congenital aural atresia
Recurrent otitis externa (OE)

132
13
10

85
8
7

Table 2

Distribution of type of previous hearing aid used among 155 treated patients
Patients

Previous hearing aid

No

%

Air conduction
Bone conduction
No hearing aid

43
111
1

28
71 S
0 5
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METHODS
Surgical technique
In june 1988 the implantation program of the titanium fixture started at the Nijmegen
University Department of Otorhinolaryngology. All surgical procedures have been
performed by the senior author (Prof Dr.С W R J.Cremers). After 38 titanium implants
were placed in 36 patients using the two-stage procedure, the one-stage procedure was
used starting early 1991. The one step surgical technique used in Nijmegen with the use
of a free skingraft have been described in detail.10 Eventually, this procedure was
simplified. Instead of using a free skingraft in an area of 2 5-3 0 cm around the percuta
neous titanium abutment the subcutaneous tissue including the hairfollicles is reduced.
The present one-stage procedure technique distinguishes itself from the original one on
three accounts. A pure longitudinal incision of 3 cm is made instead of the circular
incision, as the skin graft is no longer used. The periosteum is removed The tamponnade
with the healing cap is maintained for about 7 days instead of 14 days Figure 1 shows
the one step surgical procedure with the use of a free skingraft. Figure 2 shows the
simplified surgical one step procedure Table 3 shows the distribution of surgical
procedures of the 163 implants implanted in 155 patients.

Figure I • One-stage surgical procedure with transplantation of a free thinned skingraft from the
retroauncular fold A longitudinal incision of 3 ю 4 cm was made over the intended implant site Under the
free skingraft the fixture is already inserted The caudal end of the longitudinal incision is left open to allow
the wound to drain A punch is used to puncture the graft and the abutment is placed on the fixture, which
penetrates through the skin graft
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Figure 2: One-stage surgical procedure without transplantation of a free thinned skingraft. In an area oj
2.5-3.0 cm around the percutaneous titanium abutment the subcutaneous tissue including the hairfollicles is
reduced. Under the reduced skin the fixture is already inserted. A punch is used to puncture the reduced skin
and the abutment is placed on the fixture.

Table 3.

Distribution of surgical procedures of 163 implants in 155 patients.

Implants
No.
Two-siagc surgical procedure with skingrafi

38

23.3

One stage surgical procedure with skingrafi

93

57.1

One-stage surgical procedure without skingrafi

32

19.6

Total one-stage and Iwo-stage surgical procedure

163

100.0

Follow-up
The recovery period after surgery varies between two and three weeks. Subsequently the
patients were monitored at four-month intervals. The stability of the fixture in the
temporal bone and the fixation of the abutment was checked manually. More frequent
observations were made when subjects required care for problems associated with the
titanium fixture. Every four months the condition of the skin around the implant was
observed and recorded. If multiple skinreactions were observed within a follow-up period
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of four months, only the most serious skinreaction type was recorded for that specific
period The classification of soft tissue reactions according to Holgers et al " was used
(Table 4) Any visible circumstances of the skin around the implant suspected of having a
negative influence with regard to the onset of skinreactions, were noted separately These
unfavourable circumstances are skindisease, movement of the abutment and a thick skin
or a combination of these three circumstances The treatment of skinreactions consists of
regular cleansing and application of antibiotic and anti-inflammatory ointment Granulation tissue was excised and a systemic antibiotic was prescribed when necessary

RESULTS
The total follow-up period of 155 patients with 163 implants was 4826 months, including
the post-operative recovery period of approximately one month Nine of the 163 implanted fixtures were lost Necrosis of the skingraft did occur in one of the patients Table 5
shows the causes of fixture loss Of the total of 163 implants 154 fixtures remained in the
skull This is a successrate of 94 5 percent Skinreaction Type 4 was observed around 3
implants in 2 patients which led to the loss of the whole implant Skinreaction Type 3 was
observed at 10 instances in around 8 implants in 8 patients and required local treatment
with an antibiotic or anti-inflammatory ointment Skinreaction Type 2 was observed at 26
instances in around 20 implants in 20 patients In all, 132 ( 81 %) of the 163 implants
remained free from potentially dangerous skinreactions (Type 2,3 or 4) In six patients
out of a total of 26 patients with a thick skin around the abutment, a secondary skinreduction was inevitable In one of the 6 patients who did undergo secondary skinreduction the
implant had been installed in a two-stage surgical procedure and in five of the 6 patients
the implants had been installed in one session
Table 4

Distribution of types of skinreactions according to Holgers et al,"

Observations
Types of skinreactions

No

%

0
1
2
3
4

1257
86
26
10
3

91 0
62
19
07
02

1382

100 0

=
=
=
=

no irritation
slight redness
red and moist tissue
granulation tissue
infection leading to removal of abutment

Total number of observations

35

Table 5.

Number of removed or lost fixtures and abutments

Causes

Fixture

Abutment

Skin reaction (type 4)

3 (lost)

3 (lost)

Neuralgia

3 (removed)

4 (removed)

Psychological reasons

0

1 (removed)

Trauma

2 (lost)

2 (lost)

No osseointegration

1 (lost)

1 (lost)

No hearing improvement

0

2 (removed)
13

Total

The Life Table method described by Cutler and Ederer'2 was used to calculate the
cumulative proportion of implants free of adverse skinreactions (Type 1,2,3 or 4)
throughout a follow-up period.The patients were divided in three groups Within each
group a different surgical procedure was implied. The cumulative proportions of the
implant groups implanted in the two-stage surgical procedure, the one-stage surgical
procedure with the use of a retroauricular skingraft and the one-stage surgical procedure
without the use of a retroauricular skingraft are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure .?· Cumulative proportion (P) of implants which remained free from skmreaction versus the follow-up
interval
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Table 6A Favourable and unfavourable circumstances of the skin in 163 implants from ¡55 patients

Favourable circumstances of Ihe skin
around the abutment

Unfavourable circumstances of the skin
around the abutment

97 ot 163 implants (60%)

66 of 163 implants (40%)

In 17 of 97 (18%) implants skin reaction

In 28 of 66 (42%) implants skin reaction

Table 6B Subdivision of 66 implants with unfavourable skin conditions whereb) 28 implants with skin
reaction

Total
number 66
Thick skin
Movement of skin around abutment
Skin disease
Combination of those factors

N = 26
N = 18
N = 12
N = 10

Skin reaction type

7
6
8
7

=
=
=
=

7/26
6/18
8/12
7/10

(27%)
(33%)
(67%)
(70%)

28 of 66 (42%) implants skin reaction

The cumulative proportion of implants with intact skin and the number of implants followed (for a given time interval) were used to calculate the effective sample size. The
number of implants and the effective sample size of the group of implants placed in onestage were tested against any two corresponding results for the group of implants placed
in a two-stage operation by comparing the best approximating 2*2 contingency table and
applying an \ : -test tested at the five per cent level Thus, the results ot the two-stage
surgical procedure were compared to these of the one-stage surgical procedure Likewise,
a comparison was made between the results of using or omitting the use of a skingraft in
a one-stage surgical procedure No statistically significant differences were found between
the data for these implants groups.
Table 6A and 6B show the distribution of the implant circumstances as noted at outclinic
visits. The 163 implants are divided in two groups, one group with unfavourable
circumstances like skindisease, a thick skin permitting movement or a loose abutment,
and one group without these unfavourable circumstances
In 28 of the 66 implants (42%) in the group with unfavourable circumstances a skinreacti37

on was observed In the other group in 17 of the 97 implants (17%) a skinreaction was
observed A statistic significance of (χ2=10 97, p > 0 05) was found
DISCUSSION
Durable fixation of the percutaneous titanium fixture with build up for connecting a bone
conductor is essential to the quality ot this new generation of bone conductors
The highest fixation percentages were achieved with implants that were placed in two
separate sessions 7 n However the results of a single session were statistically similar So
in experienced hands, it is justified to perform this operation in one session '" Table 7
shows that in the literature, the success percentages lie between 90% and 100% (loss of
Iixture 0 10%) In the Nijmegen series of patients, 9 out of the 163 fixtures have been
lost in many different ways (Table 5) Only one ot the 32 fixtures that were placed in
one session without tree preparation of a skin transplant, has been lost So far there is
reason to have confidence in this simplified surgical technique
Skinreactions were seen in 125 out of the 1382 obsei valions sothat 91% of the total
number of observations remained Iree from serious skinreactions (types 12 3 or 4)
These findings are in agreement with those of a Swedish study on a total of 1236
observations In that study in 89 1 % of the total number of observations, no serious
skinreactions were encountered These implants were placed in two surgical sessions n
Table 7 shows an overview of several studies that have been perfoimed over the past few
>eais
Unlavourable circumstances of the skin around the abutment influence the incidence of
skinreactions h " In 40% of the implants in the Nijmegen series there were unfavourable
circumstances in relation with the skin and abutment This group showed a larger
proportion of cases with skinreactions than the group with normal skin conditions (42%
versus 17%)
The life table method is a practical instrument that can be used to compare groups of
patients or implants with different follow-up The cumulative proportions of implants
which remained free from skinreactions after the one-stage procedure using a free
skingraft, were similar to those after the two stage procedure In the group ot one-stage
procedure implants in implant groups with or without a tree skingratting the cumulative
propoitions were also comparable One of the major similarities between the two above
described surgical techniques, is that an ample quantity ot subcutaneous tissue is remo
ved In our opinion, the simplest way to achieve the greatest amount of reduction is to
use a longitudinal incision and omit creating a skin flap In the literature, various
techniques have been described to achieve a hair free area ol skin at the implant site и "'
These include the use of a free skinflap the transposition of skinflaps, a pedicled split
skingraft and a split skingraft 17
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Although only short-term results are available, this study shows that the omission of a
skingraft produces comparable clinical results The operation is less complicated Direct
post-operative healing seems laster and fewer outpatient check-ups are necessary Folding
the pinna forward, in order to obtain a retroauncular hair-tree skingraft, is no longer
necessary which may prevent an extra skin told around the abutment By omitting the free
skingraft, there are now tour differences from the original two-stage surgical procedures
Mylanus has previously described three of these four differences " The new surgical
procedure is efficient and produces favourable results At present, this surgical procedure
takes preterence over all the other surgical procedures
CONCLUSIONS
In general the clinical results aie comparable with the clinical results from previous
studies
In this study the one-stage surgical piocedure without the use of a free skingraft provides
good comparable post-opeiative results The presented simplified surgical technique is a
refinement ot implantation technique, improving surgical management and post-operative
care
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ABSTRACT
Objective· This study aimed to evaluate the histologic examination of bone tissue
surrounding the titanium implants, which were removed for 3 patients presented with
longstanding pain in the implant area. The histologic examination was both qualitatively
and quantitatively performed. Furthermore, could an explanation be obtained for the pain
in the implant area, which, after removal of the percutaneous implant, disappeared
immediately
Study design: Retrospective case review, clinical histomorphometric
Setting. University Hospital Nijmegen, The Netherlands, Goteborg University, Sweden.
Patients: Three patients of a consecutive series of 189; one man and two women who had
received a bone-anchored, percutaneous, skin penetrating commercially pure titanium
implant in the temporal bone, on which a transducer was mounted The implants were
removed because of pain in the implant area from the three patients after 31 months, 18
months and 8 months, respectively
Mam outcome measures The percentage direct bone-to-metal contact was 81%, 59% and
42%, respectively The percentage of bone volume between the threads ot the fixture was
90, 78 and 75, respectively
Results: The qualitatively histologic findings showed no major differences among the
three investigated samples. Quantitatively, the amount oí osseointegration depended on the
duration of implantation.
Conclusions: Direct bone-to-metal contact, bone volume between the threads seemed to be
correlated to the duration of implantation. No histomorphometric explanation was found
lor the longstanding pain in the implant area and the relief of pain after removal of the
percutaneous implant
INTRODUCTION
The development of percutaneous, commercially pure, titanium implants started in 1965
with Brànemark in Sweden, who discovered the unique ability of titanium implants to
osseointegrate when placed in bone ' Albrektsson and Brànemark et al.2,34 proposed six
factors that generally have been accepted as especially important for establishing reliable
osseointegration- 1) implant material, 2) implant design; 3) surface quality, 4) bone
status, 5) surgical technique, and 6) implant loading conditions. Titanium implants were
first used for the treatment ot the edentulous jaw. Sennerby et al.5 described the bonetissue response to titanium implants in retrieved clinical oral implants Later, new extraoral applications were found. One of these applications is the bone-anchored hearing aid
(BAHA) Several studies described the success of the BAHA/'7 The BAHA is a bone
conduction hearing aid that is anchored percutaneously in the temporal bone It has low
morbidity and there is a high probability that patients with conductive and mixed healing
45

loss within prescribed limits will expenenLe significant improvement in hearing * The
4I
stability of the implant has been reported to be between 90% and 97% " " Over the
years, it has been found that few patients suffer from problems while using their new
BAHA So far little is known about intolerance or reported problems induced by ΒΑΗΛ
implants At our clinic we encountered three patients (numbers 57 90 and 134) of a
series of 189 patients who where reported severe pain around the implant site Aftei
careful consideration, the implants were removed from these three patients and the pain
disappeared The aim of this study was to analyze the tailed BAHA implants The
evaluate whether there was a common abnormality in the bone tissue histologic qualifica
lions and quantifications of the bone tissue were performed This article tends to develop
the research of histologic modifications that could appear at the interface between titanium
fixture and temporal bone and to look tor an explanation for the pain at the implant side
Furthermore the case histories of the three patients are described

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three bone anchored hearing aid implants were first inserted and later removed from
three patients by one of the authors (CC) The implants with surrounding bone tissue
were removed in one piece with a trephine six and were immersed immediately in 4%
neutral buffered formaldehyde solution for fixation They were transported to the
laboratories of the Biomatenals Handicap Research Group at the University of Gothen
burg After fixation the implants with adjacent tissues were dehydrated in graded series
of ethanol, infiltrated, and embedded in a light-cut ing resin (Technovit 7200 VLC
Kulzer, Germany) The Exakt sawing and grinding equipment (Exakt Norderstedt
Germany) was used to obtain undecalcitied ground sections p The first step involved
preparation ot sections of a thickness of 80 100 μίτι These sections were micioradio
graphed on high resolution glass plates " The very same section was sawed down to 10
μπι thickness followed by a routine histologic staining procedure in 1% toluidine blue in
1% borax solution, mixed in a 4 1 proportion with 1% pyronin G solution, referred as
toluidine blue staining or stained in Levai Laszco which is a combination of 1 % Azur II
and 1% Methylen blue, and counterstained in 1% pararosanilin14 before qualitative and
quantitative observations in the light microscope l s Two sections were prepared from each
implant sample, the first section was made by a central cut perpendicular to the long axis
of the implant and the second section was made by dividing one of the two remaining
halves resulting in a section taken 90" from the first one This enabled histomorphomeinc
calculations m two different anatomic directions from the very same sample Computer
based histomorphometi ie analysis was carried out in a Leitz Anstoplan light microscope
which is equipped with a Microvid unit, connected to a personal computer and a mouse
which enabled the observer to perform histomorphometnc quantifications directly in the
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"directly in the eyepiece of the microscope", using a 10x objective (100xmagnification)
and a zoom of 2.5 x when needed.
A specially developed software gives the user the ability to measure features such as
length, size and perimeters of objects. The numeric results may be exported to Excel
software (Engdahl Inc.) for further analysis. The histomorphometric investigations
performed in the current study included measurements of bone-to-metal contact and bone
volume in every thread (both inside the threads as well as immediately outside the very
same threads, on both sides of the implant); that is, all threads were measured on the
ground sections as well as the three best consecutive threads. In brief, bony contact
measurements involved outlining the entire thread length, outlining the nonbony contact
lengths, and following by division of the latter by the former, resulting in percentages of
bone-to-metal contact. Bone volume was measured by outlining the total area bounded by
the threads, measuring the total area occupied by bone within this region, and dividing
the latter by the former area to express it as a percentage of bone volume in the thread.

Figure 1: Illustration from the section of the implant of Case 1 of the Leitz Microvid grid coupled to be an
IBM computer, as observed in the ocular in the light microscope. The "outlining" represents where the
histomorphometric analysis was performed in the light microscope. BMС—bone-to-metal contact. Area = volume measurement inside a thread. Area in/out— volume measurement inside and outside the same thread.
The distance between the thread peaks is 600 μm.
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Regarding "outside areas", the outlined inner thread automaticallyis "mirrored out", and
in this mirror area, the percentage of bone is calculated according to the technique
performed in the inner thread The total mean values then were calculated for "all
threads" and for the "3 best consecutive threads"15 Figure 1 illustrates the Microvid
grid, and how the 3 histomorphometnc features appear in the light microscope No
statistical comparisons were performed in the current study because of the small number
of samples Higher magnifications were used for further qualitative tissue examinations

CASE HISTORIES
Case 1
A 70-year-old woman, who had a history of cholecystectomy, appendectomy, and palatoplasty After myringoplasty had been performed on the right side, later an acquired
atresia of the external (acoustic) canal has been found Otoscopy showed an intact
tympanic membrane on the left and an attretic ear canal on the right The pure tone
threshold on the left side varied between 50 and 80 dB, whereas the sensorineural
threshold varied between 20 and 60 dB The reason for fitting her with a BAHA was skin
irritation caused by a conventional bone conduction hearing aid A BAHA implant was
inserted on the left side in March 1992 It was placed in a one-step surgical procedure
with the use of a free skin graft After drilling, the floor of the drill hole turned out to be
soft This could either be dura or sigmoid sinus After implantation, the patient was fine
for 3 months However, soon thereafter, she presented with a continuous, persistemt pain
in the implant area In November 1994 (after 31 months), the implant was removed and
the pain around the implant site resolved
Case 2
A 71-year-old man presented who had a history of tuberculosis in 1943 and a perforated
gastric ulcer in 1986 He was also known with modified radical cavities in both ears The
right ear was completely deaf, and the left ear showed mixed hearing loss with a puretone threshold between 100 and 120 dB The sensorineural component was approximately
60 dB Whenever the average bone conduction thresholds exceeds 45 dB, a more
powerful transducer must be required (type HC220) In december 1993 the BAHA
implant was inserted on the left side in a one-step surgical procedure with the use of a
free retro-auricular skin graft Because the drilling equipment was not powerful enough to
penetrate the bone, the fixture slowly and carefully was tapped manually The floor of the
drilling hole appeared to be bony Almost a year after implantation, the patient presented
with continuous pain around the implant site Methylprednisolone was injected, but this
therapy was only successful for two weeks In June 1995 (after 18 months) the implant
was removed and the pain disappeared
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Case 3
A 43-year-old woman had a BAHA implant inserted into her temporal bone in April
1995 Her history showed severe adipositas (111 kg, length 1 63 m) and myringoplasty
on the left ear in 1993 At the time of implantation, she was not taking any form of
medication The reason for fitting her with a BAHA was recurrent chronic otitis media
and externa Conventional air conductive hearing aids had led to chronic otitis and
otorrhoea of the middle ear, also after the myringoplasty on the left In addition,
conventional bone-conductive hearing aids had not been successful because of variable
speech recognition, owing to slipping of the transducer and variation in the pressure of
the transducer against the temporal bone Inspection of both ears showed a right-sided
perforation of the tympanic membrane and a closed tympanic membrane on the left side
Pure-tone audiograms showed mixed hearing loss with a bilateral conductive disorder
which varied from 40 dB to 60 dB, and sensorineural hearing loss of 20 dB The implant
(fixture) and abutment were placed in a one-stage surgical procedure on the right without
the use of a free retroauncular skin graft 16 The fixture was tapped very gently manually
because the drill was not sufficiently powerful The floor of the drilling hole appeared to
be bony A few days after implantation, skin necrosis appeared around the implant and
the patient presented with headaches and local pain around the implant Antibiotics were
prescribed After 4 to 6 weeks, the remaining skin was healthy again and covering the
bone tissue up to the percutaneous fixture Unfortunately, reports of local pain around the
implant persisted Meanwhile, diabetes mellitus was diagnosed The pain around the
implant continued and led to its removal due to failure of conservative therapy in
December 1995, after 8 months Once the implant had been removed, the pain resolved
Much subcutaneous fibrosis was found around the fixture

RESULTS
Qualitative and histologic results
In general, the qualitative, histologic findings showed no major differences among the
three investigated samples A typical feature under the neck of the implant was a soft
tissue separation of the implant and bone tissue, often resorption of the tissue was
observed in this area Inflammatory cells were observed in all 3 cases Especially in the
lower apical part of the implant, an acellular area, being radiolucent when observed on
microradiographed plates, could be shown This area did not polarize, as compared to
"ordinary mature bone flakes" being internalized in this area, which did show polarization Results of the bone tissue surrounding the three titanium implants are summarized
A detailed histologic description is presented in Table 1 The histologic analysis of the
bone tissue around the implant removed from case 1 showed a well-integrated implant
surrounded by mature bone tissue, see Figure 2
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Table I.

Qualitative histological description of the tissue surrounding the three titanium implants

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Type of bone tissue

granulation tissue, woven

Loose connective tissue, round cells

Loose soft tissue, few

under neck

bone,osteoid,noostcoblasti, many

macrophages, fibroblasts, no

round cells

cells wim empty lacunae

osteoid no osteoblasts, woven bone

Type of bone

Resorption, some bone to

Mostly resorption

surface

metal contact, empty lacunae in the

osteoblasts

under neck

osteoid

resorption

Type of buiic in (he

Mature bone, osteocyles no osteo-

Lots of resorbed surface areas osteo-

threads

blasts

clasts on the surfaces

Type of bone in ilic

Good bone to-metal contact.no

Dark stained bone tissue, rather

interface

blood vessels.

immature

Woven bone osieoid.no

Quite mature

Woven

empty harversian systems
Type of cells in ihe

Thin capsulae, good bony contact

Some bone-to-metal contact, loose

Macrophages fibroblasts

interface

cells with empty lacunae in cortiLdl

connective tissue empty lacunae in

and round cells in large

bone

the tu meal hone

areas

No

Some with lightly stained osteoblast

Osteoid visible.

Osteoid with rim of osteoblasts = bone
ttirming
Blood vessels close tu implant surfa-

no osteoblasts
No

Several blood vessels,

Hard to detect

lots of red blood cells

ce = the interface

visible
Multinucleated giant cells on implant

Not detectable

Yes under neck

surface

Yes, with particles
internalized

Osteoclast un bone =

Only in the space under the implant

Yes. much bone resorption on the

Yes more resorption un

bone resorption

neck

non sutured marked side

the non sutured marked
side, quite substantial resorption in the lower part

Inllammaiory cells in other places

A lot of granulation (issue

Yes in marrow cavities

Yes in marrow cavities

Radiolucency lower end implant with

Yes

Lower end

At the lower end closer to

or without polarization
Radiolucency in

the implant
Yes

Yes. higher up in the sample

other places
Mast cells

The apical portion ol the
implant threads

No

Yes

Some m tissue under the
neck uf the implant
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Figure 2: Case 1. Overview (referred to as "whole") of the undecalcified ground section made from the midportion of the implant. The distance between the thread peaks are 600 μm. Toluidine blue staining.
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Figure 3: Case 2. Overview (referred to as "whole") of the undecalcified ground section made from the mid
portion of the implant. The distance between the thread peaks are 600¡im. Toluidine blue staining.
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Figure 4: Case 3. Overview (referred to as "whole") of the undecalcified ground section made from the midportion of the implant. The distance between the thread peaks are 600 μm. Toluidine blue staining.
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Under the neck of the implant, there was a space separating the tissue from the implant
and some bony resorption was present here Sparse amount of bone-to-implant contact in
this region was observed In higher magnifications, one could observe "strands" of
granulation tissue between the bone surface and the implant surface In many threads,
there seemed to be a good bone-to-implant contact At the bottom of the implant, a rather
large area of acellular tissue was observed It did not contain much collagen, and there
seemed to be ordinary bone flakes (1 e , mature bone trapped in this tissue showing
typical polarization) This tissue showed radiolucency on the microradiographed plates
The bone tissue around the implant removed from case 2 indicated a rather good fixation
of the implant with mature bone (Figure 3) Under the neck of the implant, there was a
soft tissue layer separating the tissue from the implant This tissue was well vascularized
and contained macrophages and fibroblasts Giant cells and osteoclasts were observed,
indicating bone resorption Multinucleated giant cells and osteoclasts could be observed
on the bone-free implant surface The bone tissue at the interface seemed to be relatively
newly formed, and some of it was resorbed Deeper down into the tissue, and especially
at the bottom of the tissue, an irregular acellular structure was observed There was a
clear demarcation between ordinary-looking bone and this acellular structure that proved
to be radiolucent on the microradiographed plates The bone tissue seemed to be filling up
the screw threads much more on one side The survey picture of case 3 illustrated a
rather good fixation of the implant tissue (Figure 4) Under the neck of the implant, a
separation between the bone tissue and the implant surface could be observed The bone
tissue surface in this area was rather immature, showing woven bone and osteocytes with
large lacunae The bone surfaces were covered by an osteoid rim, but no osteoblast was
detected on this rim Younger bone that was undergoing resorption was observed close to
the implant Multinucleated giant cells were observed on the implant surface The tissue
at some distance away from the implant surface looked more spongy and more inflammatory with signs of bone resorption
Quantitative and histomorphometric results
Table 2 lists the histomorphometric quantifications of the bone tissue as well as other
characteristics The longer the implantation time, the higher bony contact and bone area
percentages were obtained The implant of case 1, being removed after 31 months of
insertion, showed a mean bone-to-metal contact of 81% in the three best consecutive
threads and thus seemed to be "better integrated" than the implant of case 2 (18 months
of insertion), showing a mean bony contact of 59% There were no major differences in
the quantitative results between case 2 and case 3 (10 months' difference in integration)
The implant of case 3 (8 months of insertion) had a mean bony contact in the three best
consecutive threads of 42% Regarding bone volumes, the implant of case 1 had a higher
bone area inside the threads as compared with that of case 2 and case 3, being rather
similar The area outside the threads were similar for all 3 cases Figure 5 shows a
barchart of the mean bone-to-metal contact
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Table 2 Overview of characteristics and histomorphometric quantification of bone-to-metal contact, bone
volume inner area, and bone volume outer area of retrieved implants'

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Age (yrs)
Time of implantation (mnths)

71
31

71
18

43
8

3 best consecutive threads, BMCb
total BMC"

81
61

59
58

42
37

3 best consecutive threads",inner area
total inner areah

90
73

78
67

75
67

3 best consecutive threads\outer area
total outer areah

88
76

88
76

82
77

BMC = bone to metal contact
AIl implants were clinically stable at the time ot removal
"Mean (%) whole and half section All calculations based on six threads
a

Bone-to-mttal contact (mean %)
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Figure 5 Bar chart of bone-to-metal contact (mean %), the first bar represents the bone-to-metal contact of
the three best threads, the second bar represents the total bone-to-metal contact (w = whole section, h=half
section, w+h=average of whole and the half sections)
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DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, no clinical studies have been completed m which histologic and
histomorphometnc bone measurements were performed on a consecutive series of BAHA
implants that were removed due to local pain However, one case report describes the
histologic findings at the bone , soft tissue-implant interface after the removal of an
implant from the temporal bone because of infection " In contrast, much research has
been conducted into the histology of failed dental implants 1 8 1 9
All three patients had the same clinical problems, persistent local pain around the titanium
screw In all cases, one of the authors (CC) originally had inserted the implant Strikin
gly, the pain did not start immediately after the operation, but it did disappear immediate
ly after the implant had been removed Therefore, a psychological cause is improbable,
because the three patients were all very satisfied with the audiologic results of the BAHA
There probably is no correlation between exposition of the dura and the pain in case 1,
because a previous study of Mylanus et al showed that the nature of the bottom was dura
in 7 of 36 implants and no complications were observed l 0 In the histologic section of the
implant of case 1, bone tissue was formed underneath There is some speculation about
the acellular structures It may be remnants from the first drilling or tapping There also
is a hypothesis of a sort of "bone dust", loose bone particles that were created during
drilling or tapping The acellular structures have not been remodeled In the implants of
case 1 and case 2, we found more acellular structures, and the patients also are older, so
maybe they have a slower bone turnover rate
An explanation for the typical features under the neck of the implant is this a separation
of the implant and bone tissue with soft tissue possibly is due to the cutting and grinding
because it is a rough method The sections are rather thick, so maybe it is not a sufficient
method to observe and find "delicate" changes In addition, these delicate changes could
be of great importance for the subjective sensations in the patient and probably could be
linked with the presented pain in the implant area The histomorphometnc comparisons in
this study showed a "higher integration pattern" with increasing time of insertion (ι e , a
higher bone-to metal contact percentage) and more bone was occupying the threads
However, there are no "normal values" for retrieved human specimens available There is
never a status quo The tissue is constantly being remodeled, a continuing resorption and
formation of bone tissue is going on Furthermore, bone resorption was observed
especially on one side of the implant (upper side) in case 2 This may have been caused
by weight of the hearing aid being transmitted to the other (lower) side Therefore,
measurements were made in two different cutting directions in each, and mean values also
were calculated
In conclusion, no other reports have been presented on local pain as a failure mechanism
for titanium implants in the temporal bone In this study, more direct bone to-metal
contact and a larger bone volume between the screw threads in the inner area were related
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with a longer duration of implantation. No explanation was found for the acellular
structures at the bottom of the implant in the bone tissue. No explanation was found for
the longstanding pain in the implant area and the relief of pain after removal of the
percutaneous implant.
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ABSTRACT
Objective Some patients have to stop using their air conduction hearing aid(s) because it
causes or exacerbates chronic otitis Then, a solution is the use of a bone conduction
hearing aid such as the percutaneous bone anchored hearing aid (BAHA) A comparison
was made between the patients' performance with their previous air-conduction hearing
aid(s) and their BAHA, using audiometrie tests and a questionnaire
Design Prospective clinical evaluation in a single subject design
Patients The results of 34 consecutive patients originating from the Nijmegen BAHA
series, were included The patients had bilateral conductive or mixed hearing loss and
chronic ear problems Before the BAHA was fitted, the patients used air-conduction
hearing aid(s)
Results The results of the speech recognition in noise test showed a small but significant
improvement with the BAHA This improvement was related to the size of the air-bone
gap The greater the air bone gap the poorer the results with the air-conduction hearing
aid(s) The questionnaire demonstrated that the majority ot patients preferred the BAHA
diminished occurrence of ear infections played a significant role The patients did not
express an evident preference concerning speech recognition
Conclusions In patients with chronic ear problems a BAHA is an acceptable alternative if
an air conduction hearing aid is contra-indicated Pre operative assessment of the size of
the air-bone gap is of some help to predict whethei speech recognition may improve or
deteriorate with the BAHA compared with the air conduction hearing aid
INTRODUCTION
Bone conduction hearing aids have been in use since the 18th century ' Generally, a boneconduction hearing aid is considered inferior to an air conduction hearing aid, because of
its often clumsy appearance, poor frequency response and inadequate gain 2 3 Therefore,
bone conduction hearing aids are only fitted to patients if problems arise with airconduction hearing aids, such as in chronic otitis media, chronic otitis externa or
congenital atresia of the ear canal Surprisingly few authors have made an audiometrie
comparison between conventional bone conduction hearing aids and air-conduction
hearing aids ^
In the eighties, a percutaneous bone-conduction hearing aid, called the Bone-Anchored
Hearing Aid or BAHA, was developed in Sweden4 It is composed a percutaneous
titanium implant anchored in the temporal bone and a specially designed bone-conduction
transducer with amplifier which is attached to the implant by means of a bayonet
coupling Several studies have been conducted in which the patients' performance with the
BAHA was compared to that with their previous conventional air conduction hearing aid
Performance with the BAHA was found to be superior in some patients and inferior in
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others Therefore, on average, minor improvements or no changes at all were found s '2
So far, no satisfactory explanation has been found for this ambiguity We investigated a
large number of patients (n=34) with the aim of making a better comparison and wider
search for significant parameters that might be useful for counselling patients For this
purpose, free-field thresholds, speech recognition-in-quiet and speech recognition-in-noise
data were evaluated that had been obtained with the individually fitted air-conduction
hearing aid and BAHA Possible relations between the results and audiometrie parameters
recorded before surgery were examined to see whether these relations, if present, might
have predictive value regarding improvement or deterioration in a patients' speech
perception performance with a BAHA Additionally, the patients' preference for the
BAHA or air-conduction hearing aid was evaluated by means of a questionnaire
PATIENTS
The patient group included 34 consecutive BAHA users (22 women and 12 men) who had
previously been fitted with air-conduction hearing aids Blockage of the ear canal with the
ear mould of the air-conduction hearing aid had caused or exacerbated chronic otitis with
symptoms such as otorrhoea, itch, unpleasant smelling and pain Therefore, the patients
were advised to discontinue using this device All patients had conductive or mixed
hearing loss Twelve patients (35%) were fitted with linear, medium power, behind-theear hearing aids (full-on gain on 2-cc coupler at 0 5, 1 and 2 kHz between 35 and 50 dB
Sound Pressure Level (SPL), maximum output level at the same frequencies is between
113 and 121 dB SPL)
Their pure-tone average at 0 5, 1,2 and 4 kHz varned from 25 to 65 dB HL The other
patients were fitted with linear, high power behind-the-ear hearing aids (full-on gain
between 51 and 70 dB SPL, maximum output between 125 and 133 dB SPL) Their puretone average ranged from 40 to 90 dB HL Because of the chronic ear problems, several
of the patients had vented ear moulds Only five out of the 34 patients had been fitted
binaurally
All patients received the BAHA monaurally At the end of the trial period of 6 to 8
weeks In the beginning all patients used their BAHA on a daily basis Two patients
stopped using the BAHA after 3 months and 2 5 years of use, respectively Both patients
experienced pain when using the BAHA, no explanation for the complaints was found
The average age of the patients was 48 years (range 26 to 72 years) Fifteen patients
(44%) had 1 totally deaf ear The pure-tone average for air-conduction thresholds at 0 5,
1, 2 and 4 kHz varied from 25 to 90 dB HL (mean, 60 dB HL) The pure-tone average
for bone-conduction thresholds at the same frequencies varied from 6 to 46 dB HL (mean,
26 dB HL) The air-bone gap varied from 11 to 54 dB HL (mean, 34 dB HL) These data
refer to the ear ipsilateral to the side of implantation which was always the ear with the
best cochlear reserve In all the patients, the surgery was uneventful
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METHODS
Special attention was paid to the evaluation of the previously fitted air-conduction hearing
aids. From free-field measurements, the functional gain was determined To see whether
the functional gain was adequate, it was compared to the calculated gain according to the
well-known National Acoustic Laboratories' rule.

11

Originally, this rule was developed for

sensorineural hearing loss. If an air-bone gap is present, the calculated gain at each
frequency is adapted proportional to the size of the air-bone gap at that frequency

n

Since

bone-conduction thresholds were not routinely determined at 0 25 kHz, and as in several
of the patients the bone-conduction threshold at 8 kHz was outside the range of the
audiometer, the comparison between measured and calculated gain values was performed
at 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 kHz
To make a comparison between the patients' performance with their individually fitted
BAHA and their former air-conduction hearing aids, free-field aided thresholds, speech
recognition in quiet and in noise were determined. Before testing, the previous as well as
the new hearing aids were checked for normal functioning and were adjusted by the
patient to their preferred setting

The tests and the measurement protocol have been

described in detail elsewhere ' " " The tests were carried out with the old device prior to
the BAHA fitting and with the new device 4 to 6 weeks after the fitting of the BAHA.
From the measured free-field

speech recognition-intensity tunction (speech audiogram),

the maximum score (Maximum Phoneme Score [MPS]) was derived "' To quantify speech
recognition in noise, the speech in noise (S/N) ratio was determined according to Plomp
and Mimpen 14 , at a fixed noise level of 65 dBA

The intra subject standard deviation of

this test is 1 dB, thus a change in S/N ratio that exceeds 2 dB (2 χ standard deviation) can
be considered statistically significant. In this study, a difference in excess of 1 4 (2/V2)
dB between two S/N ratios was regarded as significant because the S/N values used in the
analyses were the average values from 2 successive measurements. In principle, the S/N
ratio and the MPS are independent of the volume setting (gain level) of the hearing aids
A 2 tailed student t-test was applied to analyse differences in the results between the
BAHA and the air-conduction hearing aids

Statistical significance was set at the 0 05

level The significance of a change in the MPS was verified using the critical differences
based on the assumption that the speech recognition score behaves as a binomial vanable. , s
All the patients were invited to complete a questionnaire to obtain long-term subjective
information concerning ear infections, frequency of visits to the Ear Nose and Throat
outpatient clinic (related to a draining ear or problems with the BAHA), handling, and
feedback

Additionally, hearing-aid-related aspects, such as speech recognition in quiet

and in noisy surroundings, quality of the sound and cosmetic appearance, were addressed
The questionnaire had been sent to the patients recently, after a period of BAHA use that
varied from 9 months to 7 years (mean 32 months). The patients were asked to express
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their preference for the previous air-conduction hearing aids or the BAHA Furthermore,
the patients indicated which aspects they considered to be the most important advantage
and disadvantage of the BAHA compared to the air-conduction hearing aids Also,
questions were answered about taking care of the implant and about which type of hearing
aid they preferred overall (The questionnaire is presented in the Appendix) Since a long
duration of follow-up may have biased the results of the questionnaire regarding speech
recognition, a comparison was made with the results of a previously administered shortterm follow-up questionnaire filled out 5 months after the BAHA fitting 16 Only 11 of the
patients had filled out the previous questionnaire The results of the 2 questionnaires were
compared
RESULTS
Gain provided by the air-conduction hearing aids
Table 1 presents the outcome of the comparison between the measured functional gain and
that calculated by the NAL rule (see Methods) On average, at 0 5 kHz and 1 kHz, the
measured gain was significantly lower than the calculated gain However, at 2 kHz, it
was significantly higher while at 4 kHz there was no difference Next, per patient, the
difference between measured and calculated gain was determined, averaged over the 4
frequencies This average difference value, averaged over all patients, was not significant
ly different from zero (see Table 1, last line) In 6 patients (18%), the average difference
exceeded -10 dB (range -11 dB to -16 dB)
Thus, the measured gain was more than 10 dB lower than the calculated gain In 3 cases
this was ascribed to a mismatch of more than 20 dB at 0 5 kHz because to the use ot
vented ear moulds Excluding these cases, it was concluded that in 3 patients the airconduction hearing aid fitting was questionable
Table 1

Difference between the calculated and measured functional gam and I test results (n=S4)

Frequency
(kHz)

mean
(dB)

sd
(dB)

t-value

p-value

0 5

67

11 1

3 52

< 0 01

1

50

10 9

2 67

< 0 02

2

32

78

2 39

< 0 05

4

-1 4

И 6

0 70

ηs

2 7

80

1 93

ηs

average

η s = nol significant
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Comparison between ВАНА and air-conduction hearing aid
The mean (ree-field thiesholds (and standaid deviations) of the 34 patients, obtained with
the air-conduction hearing aids and with the DAHA, are shown in Figure 1 When the
mean values were compared, a significant difference was found in favour of the BAHA at
1 kHz (t = 3 53, p; < 0 01) and 8 kHz (t = 5.65, ρ < 0 001) of 6 and 12 dB. respecti
vely.
On average, no significant difference in MPS was found between the BAHA and airconduction hearing aids (mean difference, 1 0% +/-5 4%) This finding was obscured by
the fact that 16 out of the 34 patients obtained an MPS of 100% with both types of
hearing did.
According to the critical difference (see Methods), the MPS of 6 patients improved
significantly with the BAHA, while in 3 patients it deteriorated signihcantly
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Figure 1 Mean aided thresholds with the BAHA (broken line) and the air-conduction hearing aid (continu
ous line) at different frequencies

(n = 34) The standard deviation (not indicated) for the air-conduction

hearing aid l/iresliolds varied betueen 11 9 dB at 2 kHz and 21 3 dB at 8 kHz and for the BAHA tliresholds
beiw een 8 3 dB at 1 kHz and 22 3 dB at 8 kHz
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Air-bone gap (dB)

Figure 2 Maximum Phoneme Score (MPS) obtained wiih the BAHA minus that obtained nuli the air
conduction bearmi· aid (change m MPS) plotted against the и idth o] the air bone gap (n = 34) The large
dots indicate the results of the patients whose score was 100% Hitli both types of hearing aid

Figure 2 shows the change in MPS plotted against the size of the air bone gap (average
air-bone gap at 0 5, 1 2 and 4 kHz) In patients with an air-bone gap that exceeded 30
dB

the MPS with the BAHA was equal to or belter than that with the air conduction

hearing aid The 3 patients in whom the air conduction hearing aid fitting was judged as
questionable did not show a significant change in the MPS which is comparable with the
result of most of the other patients
On average, the improvement in S/N ratio between the UAHA and air conduction heanng
aid(s) was 1 1 + /

2 1 dB This reflects a small but significant change with the BAHA (t

= 3 17, ρ < 0 01) When the 1 4 dB criterion was employed on an individual basis (see
Methods) the S/N ratio with the BAHA improved significantly in 15 patients, it did not
change in 14 patients and it deteriorated significantly in 5 patients
Using the preoperative data, no significant correlation was found between the change in
the S/N ratio and either the (average) bone conduction thresholds oi (average)
conduction thresholds

However, a significant correlation was found between the change

in S/N ratio and the width of the air-bone gap (r = 0 59, ρ < 0 01)
illustrated in Tiguie 3

air-

This relation is

I he regression line is indicated and it crosses the line y = 0 at 24 4

dB in onlv 2 out of the 28 patients whose air bone gap exceeded 25 dB the S/N ratio
detenorated sigmlicantly wilh the BAHA

I ideen ol these 28 patients showed significant

improvement
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Figure 3 Improvement in the Speech to Noise ratio (S/N ratio) with the ВАНА versus the air-conduction
hearing aid, plotted against the width of the air-bone gap (n = 34) The broken line represents the
calculated regression line

Data points of three patients with a questionable air-conduction hearing aid

fitting, are numbered I to 3 (see Results)

In Figure 3, the data of the 3 patients in whom the air-conduction hearing aid fitting was
judged as questionable, are numbered 1 to 3 Two of these 3 patients show pronounced
improvements that may be ascribed to too low volume settings of their air-conduction
hearing aids. Excluding the data points of these 3 patients from the regression analysis did
not change the main outcomes. The correlation coefficient remained 0.59 and the newly
calculated regression line showed a small, almost parallel shift of 0.3 dB to the right
All but 1 patient filled out the questionnaire. The results are shown schematically in
Figures 4a and 4b. There was a clear preference (> 60% of the patients) for the BAHA
concerning the (diminished) occurrence of ear infections, speech recognition in a quiet
environment, quality of the sound, feedback, and frequency of outpatient visits to the ear,
nose and throat clinic. The distribution was more even concerning speech recognition in a
noisy environment, cosmetic appearance, and handling. The majority of patients stated
that having fewer ear infections was the most important advantage of the BAHA compa
red with the air-conduction hearing aids (Table 2) There was no obvious most important
disadvantage of the BAHA; 11 of the patients did not respond to any of the 8 potential
disadvantages listed. Nine of 33 patients found that taking care of the skin around the
implant was a burden. Overall, 27 patients preferred the BAHA, 5 patients preferred the
previous air-conduction hearing aid and 1 patient regarded both hearing aids as equal.
Five patients had been fitted binaurally with air-conduction devices.
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Number of patients

Ear infections

Speech-in-quiet Speech-m-noise quality of sound

В
Number of patients

Visability

Handling

Feedback

ENT visits

Figures 4a and 4b Remits of the questionnaire Tiie number of patients who preferred the previous aircondtiction hearing aid (white bar), the BAHA (black bar) or neither (gre\ bar) regarding several hearingaid-related aspects (n - 33)

Four out of these tive patients preferred the monaural BAHA to the binaural air-conduction hearing aid. The preference was mainly based on non hearing factors such as occur
rence of ear-infeclions, cosmetics and ear mould problems
In 11 patients it was possible to compare their present, long-term (varying trom 39 to 84
months) follow-up questionnaire results on speech recognition to those obtained 5 months
after fitting the BAHA Disagreement was found in only 9% of the answeis
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Table 2 Most important advantage and disadvantage of the BAHA compared to the air-conduction hearing
aid

Most important advantage

N

Most important disadvantage

N

fewer ear infections
better speech recognition- in-quiel
better speech recognition- in-noise
better quality of sound
no important advantage

27
3
1
2
0

poorer speech recognition-in-quiet
poorer speech recognition-in-noise
poorer quality of sound
poorer cosmetic appearance
difficult to handle
more feedback
more frequent ENT visits
no important disadvantage

4
4
3
3
3
4
1
11

Therefore, it was concluded that the long interval between fitting the BAHA and
completing the long-term follow-up questionnaire only had a minor effect on a patient's
opinions on speech recognition.
DISCUSSION
The evaluation of" the functional gain of the air-conduction hearing aid fittings showed that
there was a close resemblance between the measured gain and the gain prescribed by the
modified National Acoustic Laboratories' rule for mixed hearing loss. This suggests that
on average the air-conduction hearing aids were fitted adequately. In only 6 of the
patients, the averaged measured functional gain was more than 10 dB poorer than the
calculated one. In 3 cases this was ascribed to the use of vented ear moulds, so it was
concluded that only in 3 patients the air-conduction hearing aid fitting had been questionable. Nevertheless, it should be noted that these 3 patients, just like all the others,
adjusted the volume of their hearing aid to the gain level that they regarded as the best
during daily use.
Figure 1 showed that in the high frequency region, the aided thresholds with the BAHA
were somewhat better than those obtained with the air-conduction hearing aids. According
to the National Acoustic Laboratories' rule, amplification in the high frequency range
with the air-conduction hearing aids was adequate (Table 1). This is an important finding,
because research has shown that improvements in high frequency thresholds result in
better speech recognition, especially in noisy surroundings.17 Indeed, it was found that on
average the S/N ratio of our patients was better with the BAHA than with their previous
hearing aids. Earlier studies did not show such improvements in performance on the
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speech recognition in noise tests ^9 In the present study, only 4 patients (12%) performed
significantly better with the air-conduction hearing aid in the S/N test whereas 15 patients
(44%) performed significantly better with the BAHA
The MPS could not be used to differentiate between the two types of hearing aids because
almost half of the patients achieved maximum scores with both types of hearing aids The
relationship between a change in MPS and the width of the air-bone gap, as presented in
Figure 2, has been obscured by this ceiling effect
It is of interest to have some way of predicting how patients who are advised to stop
using their air-conduction hearing aids will perform with a BAHA Browning and
Gatehouse, suggested that preimplantation evaluation of the difference in performance
between the air-conduction hearing aid and a temporary conventional bone-conduction
hearing aid might have predictive value However, it must be noted that on average,
patients perform significantly better with a BAHA than with a conventional boneconduction hearing aid 8 ' ° n
A totally different approach to this problem might be to consider the width of the air bone
gap Based on the fact that hearing by bone conduction is far less effective than by air
conduction, the performance of patients with pure sensorineural hearing loss, even with a
powerful bone-conduction device, may be poorer than with an air-conduction hearing
aid ' 819 However, in patients with an air-bone gap, as was the case in this study, the
amplification ot an air-conduction hearing aid needs to be increased substantially, because
in contrast with a bone-conduction device (e g the BAHA), an air-conduction hearing aid
has to compensate for (part of) the air-bone gap This can be a problem because the
amplification and output levels of an air-conduction hearing aid are limited, owing to
increased susceptibility to feedback and, as with every hearing aid, to possible saturation
of the amplifier Accordingly, as the width of the air-bone gap increases, patients' performance with the air-conduction hearing aid might gradually approach that with the BAHA
At a certain stage, a break-even point might be expected, which, according to Figures 2
and 3, occurs at an air-bone gap of 25 to 30 dB
According to our evaluation, the majority of patients preferred the BAHA to their
previous well-fitted air-conduction hearing aids Diminuation of ear infections and
consequently fewer visits to the outpatient clinic were important aspects In addition, the
BAHA was popular owing to the quality of the sound and its properties in relation to
feedback (Figure 4) Where speech recognition in noisy surroundings was concerned,
neither type of hearing aid took preference The relatively late evaluation of the patients'
preference regarding speech recognition may have played a role, but a comparison
between the present questionnaire results and those obtained with a short-term questionnaire showed good agreement This suggests that the long follow-up did not seriously
influence the patient's opinion on this subject
At our clinic, the BAHA is fitted in patients with conductive or mixed hearing loss First,
the indications for implanting a BAHA are severe problems with a conventional bone72

conduction hearing aid fitting, such as pain and inadequate speech recognition. Second,
patients with chronic draining ears, despite thorough medical or surgical treatment who
need amplification but cannot bear occlusion by the earmold of an air-conduction hearing
8 011
aid are candidates for the BAHA. '
For the latter group of patients, it may be
concluded that the results of this study indicate that the BAHA is a highly acceptable
alternative for air-conduction hearing aids. It remains imperative to inform patients before
implantation about possible deterioration in speech recognition, according to our findings,
especially if the air-bone gap is smaller than 25-30 dB. Thus this study has provided
better candidacy guidelines for potential benefit from the BAHA versus air-conduction
hearing aids.
The relatively new BAHA has proved to be an effective hearing aid for patients with
chronic otorrhoea and it should be considered more often in the treatment of patients with
chronic otitis media who need amplification.
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ABSTRACT
A retrospective study was performed on eighty-nine patients from a consecutive series
who received a BAHA HC200/300 after having previously used conventional bone
conduction hearing aids. The patients' performance with the BAHA HC 200/300 was
compared to their performance with conventional bone conduction hearing aids The
patients were divided into two groups, depending on the time of implantation (before or
after May 1992) The patients in group I (long-term users) were asked to fill in a
questionnaire, the same one as they had filled in at the initial BAHA fitting more than
five years previously. The answers were compared to their original opinions and
difference scores were calculated The long-term clinical results from group I are also
presented. Although they are encouraging, the patients' opinion about the BAHA
deteriorated somewhat over time. The audiometrie results of group II were highly
comparable with those of group I This confirms the positive results with the BAHA
found in previous studies
INTRODUCTION
Most patients with hearing impairment who need a hearing aid are rehabilitated with an
air conduction hearing aid. In patients who have a history of chronic otitis, the ear-mould
of the air conduction hearing aid hinders the natural ventilation of the ear canal and can
therefore cause or exacerbate chronic otitis. Furthermore, in patients who are known to
have congenital aural atresia it is impossible to fit an air conduction hearing aid ear
mould An alternative for both groups of patients is a (conventional) bone-conduction
hearing aid This conventional bone conduction hearing aid consists of an amplifier and a
transducer attached to a headband or a spectacle frame that presses the transducer against
the vault of the skull. In most patients this works well However, therefore some serious
disadvantages, such as variations in speech recognition caused by variation in the pressure
between the transducer and the mastoid, while the pressure of the transducer itself can
cause pain, skin irritation and/or headaches. In several cases a CBHA is not attractive
from a cosmetical point of view '
In the early eighties, Hâkansson, Tjellstròm and co-workers2 3 developed a new type ot
bone-conduction hearing aid which was coupled directly to the skull by means ot a
percutaneous titanium implant, called the bone-anchored hearing aid or BAHA Compared
to the conventional bone conduction hearing aid, the main advantages were that the
transducer did not press against the skin and there were no sound-attenuating tissue layers
between the transducer and the skull. The disadvantage was the need lor a skin-penetrating coupling Initially the BAHA only consisted of the ear-level type This type ot
BAI IA was formerly called the BAHA HC200 It was updated in 1993 and became the
BAHA I1C300 or the BAHA classic It has been suggested that this device can be fitted
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to patients with conductive or mixed hearing loss who have a pure-tone average for bone
conduction (PTAbc) at 0 5, 1, 2 and 3 kHz of between 35 and 40 dBHL instead of a
PTAbc mentioned in other studies of up to 45 dBHL 4 5 The second type is a more
powerful BAHA than the HC 200/300 This device called the BAHA superbass (HC220)
has a body-level hearing aid and has been advocated for patients with a PTAbc of up to
60 dBHL 6
Several studies have described patients' performance with the BAHA compared to that
with conventional hearing aids 7 8 9 Performance was determined using free-field threshold
measurements, speech recognition tests both in quiet and in noise The majority of
patients performed better with the BAHA HC200/300 than with their previous conventional bone conduction hearing aids " w In some patients who had previously used an air
conduction hearing aid, the audiological results were better, while in others they were
poorer7 s
The aim of this study was to obtain data from a consecutive series of BAHA users all
fitted with a BAHA HC200/300, who had previously used a conventional bone conduction
hearing aid The results of patients who had previously used an air conduction hearing aid
are described elsewhere " The results of these first 32 patients fitted with a BAHA
HC200/300 between 1988 and mid 1992 (group I) were described by Mylanus et al in
1994 ' In the present study they formed group I, their long-term results are presented by
asking the patients' opinions about the BAHA after 5 to 9 years of use with a questionnai
re The results were compared to the opinions of the same patients obtained after they had
been using their BAHA for 5 months Group II comprised the patients fitted with a
BAHA HC200/3OO between mid 1992 and mid 1996 ( n = 57, group II) The audiological
results of group II are described below and compared to the audiological results of group
I
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients
The total population comprised 89 consecutive patients, 50 women and 39 men, who were
fitten with a BAHA HC200/300 after previously having used a conventional bone
conduction hearing aid The patients were divided into two groups according to the date
of BAHA fitting Group I comprised 32 patients who were fitted before May 1992, while
group II comprised 57 patients who were implanted from May 1992 till mid 1996 The
selection criteria were (1) binaural conductive or mixed hearing loss, (2) the need for a
hearing aid because surgical therapy was not an option (Patients with a PTAbc of worse
than 35 dBHL but better than 45 dBHL were told that both the HC200/30O and the
HC220 were suitable, but that they had to decide which type of BAHA provided the most
benefit ) (3) The average bone conduction threshold at 0 5, 1 and 2 kHz (PTAbc) was
between 0 dBHL and 40 dBHL, (4) all the patients had been using a conventional bone
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conduction hearing aid, but had experienced inadequate speech recognition, local pain,
skin irritation or headaches or serious problems with the cosmetic appearance of the
device The selection criteria were not changed during the study period

The patient data of the two groups are presented in Table 1 The PTAbc, PTAac (t-test)
and age (Wilcoxon-rank test) in the two groups were tested The analysis showed no
significant differences between the groups
METHODS
Prior to and 6 weeks after the BAHA was fitted, free-field thresholds and speech
perception tests were performed to compare between the patients' performance with
his/her individually fitted BAHA HC20O/300 to that with the previous conventional bone
conduction hearing aid The speech test used was the sentence recognition in noise test, as
described by Plomp and Mimpen ' 2 This test makes use of lists of 13 sentences and a
steady-state speech-shaped noise The noise was presented at a fixed level, while the
speech reception threshold of the sentences was established with an adaptive procedure
The difference between the speech reception threshold and the noise level (in dB) is the
critical speech-to-noise ratio or S/N ratio
The speech reception threshold in quiet was determined by means of the acquired speech
audiogram It should be realised that in contrast with the speech reception threshold in
quiet, the speech reception threshold in noise (S/N ratio) is independent of the volume
setting of the hearing aid, as long as the speech level is clearly audible To obtain the
patients' long term opinions about the BAHA in group I, a questionnaire was used
Table I Patient data in Croup I and Group II

Sex

Group I
(n = 32)

Group II
(n = 57)

14 f, 18 m

36 f, 21 m

Age at impi;anlalion
Average

(yrs)
(yrs)

10-82
50

И 80
45

PTAac
Average

(dBHL)
(dBHL)

35 82
57

33 89
60

PTAbc
Average

(dBHL)
(dBHL)

1-41
19

0-40
22

f = temale, m = rrule
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Ten oui ol the 32 patients were excluded from this part of the study for various reasons
(see Results) Two patients had died One teenager with Treacher Collins syndrome had
lost the titanium implant for the second time and was not reimplanted One old patient
was lost for follow up since she was transferred for follow up to another BAHA center
present in her City Six ot the remaining 28 patients were fitted recently with bilateral
BAHA s and so they were exluced also Thus 22 patients received a questionnaire at
home 21 ot them responded The questionnaire had been administered previously
namely 5 months after the initial fitting of the BAHA and fairly recently, after the
patients had been using their BAHA tor at least 5 years The questionnaire has been
described in detail elsewhere 13 The questionnaire comprised questions relating to the
recognition of speech in relatively quiet surroundings (5 subquestions) and in noisy
situations (9 subquestions) and the quality of every day sounds (11 subquestions) The
patients answered the questions using a scale from 1 (very poor) to 10 (excellent) For
each patient, the average score was calculated for the three subsets of items The answers
given to the first questionnaire were not made available to the patients At the end of the
questionnaire the patients filled in how many hours a day and how many days a week
they were using the BAHA
RESULTS
Long-term results of group I
Long term results were studied in group I the group of BAHA users who had been fitted
with their device more than 5 years previously In total 6 implants were lost in 4
patients One because of a severe skin reaction two because of trauma and one due to a
defect in the inner thread
All four patients were reimplanted Some time later the BAHA implant was again lost by
one patient due to a severe skin reaction This patient was reimplanted a second time, but
the implant ultimately had to be removed because of psychological problems and
unexplained pain in the implant area The other three reimplanted patients had been using
their new implants for an average of 6 years and 6 months without any further problems
Table 2 presents the data of the patients who had problems with the implants One other
patient suffered severe deterioration of hearing in the only functional ear after surgery to
resect a longstanding life threatening intracranial cholesteatoma She was refitted with the
more powerful BAHA HC220 Furthermore one patient had thick subcutaneous tissue at
the implantation site After successful skin reduction the patient had no further problems
Two patients in group I died trom general health problems Thus 28 out of the 32
original patients were still using their (standard) BAHA In the Netherlands after a 5
year period ot use, hearing devices may be replaced as part of general health care All 28
patients were consequently refitted with the BAHA HC300 In technical terms, this device
is comparable with the former HC200 "
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Table 2 Ранет dala in Group I »ho had problems η uh the implan!

Ρ

1
2

Indi
cation

Time
loss

Cause ot
Loss
Reim
plant
Use (y)

New
Implant

(У)

Age at
implant
(mnths)

Female
Female

10
15

CA
TC

5
36

Trauma
Defect screw
thread
Skin reaction
(type 4)*

7 yrs 11 mnths

Sex

1

48

pain psycho
logical

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

τ,

Male

16

AS

12

Skin reaction
(type 4)*

Yes

6 yrs 8 mnths

4

Male

20

COM

15

Trauma

Yes

5 yrs 2 ninths

* classification according to Holgers el al | й
CA = Congenital Atresia TC = Trcacher Collins AS = Apert s Syndrome COM = Chronic Otitis Media

To see whether the patients were still satisfied with the BAHA they were sent a new copy
ot the questionnaire which they had tilled in shortly after the initial BAHA fitting Only,
one phoned to say that he always used the BAHA at work and occasionally at home and
that he was satisfied with it Figure 1 shows the recent questionnaire answers tor three
items speech recognition in quiet places in noisy surroundings and the perceived quality
ot every day sounds versus those given after the initial BAHA fitting On average the
latest outcomes were somewhat poorer than those reported after the initial fitting on all
three items, however not statistical significant Twenty patients stated that they were using
the BAHA all day and one patient was using the BAHA for between 8 12 hours per day
Furthermore 20 patients were using the BAHA the whole week while one patient was
using the BAHA for six days, not on Sundays Table 3 presents the average difference in
questionnaire score for the three test items
COMPARISON OF AUDIOMETRIC DATA BETWEEN GROUPS I AND II
Aided free-field thresholds
Aided free-field thresholds were determined in all the patients Figure 2 shows the
average difference in aided free field thresholds (conventional bone conduction hearing
aid thresholds minus BAHA thresholds) plotted separately tor groups I and II
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patients

Figure I a The score on ihe second questionnaire minus the score on the first questionnaire for speech
reception in quiet (n = 21) b Tiie score on the second questionnaire minus the score on the first question
naire for speech reception in noise (n = 21). с The store on the second questionnaire minus the score on
the first questionnaire for the qualm of sound (n = 21)
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• Group I
ж

.25

.5

1

Group II

2

Frequency (kHz)

Figure 2: Average difference in aided free-field thresholds [Conventional Bone conduction Hearing Aid
thresholds minus BAHA thresholds) plotted separately for group I and group 11

Table 3. Range and average difference between questionnaire scores for the three test
items (n = 2!)

Range

SIQ
SIN
QS

(-4.6 lo 4.0)
(-4.2 lo 5.1)
(-5.2 to 4.8)

Average difference score
mean
SD

0.5
0.6
0.5

1.7
2.0
2.0

SIQ = speech recognition in quid places, SIN = speech recognilion in noisy places, QS = sound quality
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50
В Group I
L J Group II

40

30
ra
о.
^20
10

0

itf
-

4

-

2

0

2

6

4

8

10

dB improvement in S/N (in classes)

Figure 3 Improvement in ¡lie S/N ratio in the tuo groups in histogram form

On average, both groups had lower thresholds at 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 kHz with the ВАНЛ
HC200/300 relative to their conventional bone conduction hearing aid. but not at 0.25
kHz. The difference in the aided free-field thresholds between groups I and II. as
presented in Figure 2. was only significant at 2 kHz (t(87) = 2.00; ρ =0.05). At this
frequency, the result of group II was (j u s t ) significantly poorer than that of group I.
Speech recognition in quiet
On average the SRT obtained in quiet was better with the BAHA than with the conventio
nal bone conduction hearing aid in both groups, namely 5.9 ±6.7 dB in group I and 3.8
±8.1 dB in group II. In both groups, the improvement was significantly different from
zero. These improved SRT in quiet values were in agreement with the improved free-field
thresholds with the BAHA.
Speech recognition in noise
In group I, the S/N ratio varied from -7.9 to 10.6 dB with the conventional bone
conduction eharing aid, while it varied from -8 to 9 4 dB with the BAHA. Per patient.
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the improvement or deterioration in the S/N ratio was determined The average improvement with the BAHA HC200/300 was -2 34 dB ±2 20 dB In group II, the S/N ratio
varied from -4 2 to 14 5 dB with the conventional bone conduction hearing aid, while
with the BAHA it varied from -6 2 to 9 3 dB The average improvement was -2 21 dB
±2 85 dB It should be realized that the more negative the S/N value, the better the
result The average improvement in the S/N ratios in the two groups were comparable
(not significantly different) Figure 3 presents the improvement in S/N ratio of the two
groups in histogram form It can be seen that the distributions in groups I and II are
comparable
DISCUSSION
The long term results of group I are encouraging Only one patient returned to using a
conventional bone conduction ehanng aid after loss of the implant Strikingly, all four
patients who experienced problems with the titanium implants were younger than 21 years
at implantation
The patients' opinions about speech recognition in quiet places, in noisy places and the
quality of sounds was almost stable over time, see Figure 1 and Table 3 Nevertheless, a
spread in results was found Three factors might have played a role First, enthusiasm
bias after the initial BAHA fitting, second, aging ol the patients (presbyacusis) and third,
the change trom the former BAHA HC200 to the updated HC300 The latter option could
be rejected because technical performance of the two devices, measured on the skull
simulator, was comparable IS Enthusiasm bias in the results obtained shortly alter the
BAHA fitting cannot be ruled out, as several of the patients gave the maximum score of
10 at that time Whether or not scores deteriorated in some patients because of increasing
hearing loss was studied as follows As no recent audiograms of several patients were
available, results of the whole group (n=21) and the whole group minus the patients who
were older than 60 years (n=13) were analysed 29 % of the patients of the whole group
had a deterioration in the score for speech perception in quiet places of 1 point or more
(on the scale from 1 to 10, arbitrary value) This value dropped to 15 % after excluding
the eldery patients For the speech perception in noisy places, the scores were 43 % and
23 %, respectively This suggests that apart from enthusiasm bias, increased hearing loss
might have played a role in the deterioration of the questionnaire scores as found for
some of the patients
The average difference in aided free-field thresholds at 2 kHz in group II was significantly poorer than that in group I The speech perception thresholds and speech recognition in
noise in group I were in agreement with those in group II
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CONCLUSION
The initial positive results of BAHA fitting were still present after a follow-up of more
than five years The audiometrie results of group II were highly comparable with those of
group I, which shows that the positive results in group I were not a coincidence
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ABSTRACT
In a pilot study seven subjects were asked to use a new more powerful bone anchored
hearing aid, the BAHA cordelle, for five days The seven subjects had a moderate or
severe sensorineural component in their hearing loss and had been using a BAHA
superbass on a daily basis for more than 2 years Free-field thresholds and speech
recognition were measured with the BAHA superbass and with the BAHA cordelle A
questionnaire was also filled in to obtain subjective information about speech recognition
with the BAHA superbass compared to the BAHA cordelle
Aided thresholds in the high frequency range with the BAHA cordelle were better than
with the BAHA superbass In six of the seven subjects there was significant improvement
in the speech recognition score with the BAHA cordelle These six subjects expressed
preference tor the BAHA cordelle
INTRODUCTION
The bone anchored hearing aid (BAHA) is a bone conduction hearing aid coupled to a
percutaneous titanium implant anchored in the temporal bone It has proven to be an
alternative for subjects with conductive or mixed hearing loss in whom the use of an air
conduction hearing aid causes or exaggerates chronic otitis with otorrhoea due to
occlusion of the ear canal with the ear mould In addition, subjects who have serious
problems with their conventional bone conductor, such as skin irritation, headaches or
who experience distortion of sounds, can profit from the application of a BAHA Until
recently there were two types of BAHA One type is the ear level type the HC300 which
is called the BAHA classic It has been suggested that this device can be fitted to subjects
with conductive or mixed hearing loss who have a pure-tone average bone conduction
(FTAbc) threshold at 0 5, 1, 2 and 3 kHz of up to 45 dBHL ' 2 The other type which is
body-worn, is called the BAHA superbass (HC220), is a more powerful BAHA This
device has been advocated foi subjects with a PTAbc of up to 60 dBHL 14 Recently, a
new even more powerful BAHA was introduced, the BAHA cordelle According to the
manufacturer, the maximum output is about 10 dB higher than the BAHA superbass
(Figure 1), furthermore, the pre-amplifier is of the K-Amp type 5 So, compared with the
BAHA superbass, there are three important technical changes, namely the higher
maximum output of the device, the nonlinear processing ot sounds in the high frequency
range and the lower resonance frequency of the transducer
This paper reports our preliminary results with the application ot the prototype of this
new type of BAHA The measurements obtained with this device were compared with
those obtained with the BAHA superbass
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Figure 1 Maximum outpul levels of the BAHA HC220 (superbass) the BAHA cordelle and the BAHA HC300
(classic) Input 80 dBSPL measured with a skull simulator TU 1000 by Hàkansson & Carlsson (1989)"

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Technical information
The technical development of a new body-worn BAHA, called the BAHA cordelle,
started at the Department of Applied Electronics, Chalmers University of Technology,
Sweden, in 1993 The main reasons for developing the BAHA cordelle were that the
previous body-worn BAHA superbass was considered to be too weak for several patients
and it had a poor design Furthermore, the BAHA superbass consisted of a transducer
only, without a specific amplifier unit The aim of the new project was to develop and
construct a new transducer, transducer housing, power amplifier, pre-amphfier and
amplifier housing The maximum output was intended to exceed that of the BAHA
superbass by 10 dB and the (rechargeable) battery should last for at least one day
Furthermore, a new coupling had to be designed, because the old bayonet coupling would
not work with high amplitude of vibrations One crucial question that had to be answered
before the technical development started was Will the patients benefit from a stronger
direct bone conduction device9 A feasibility study in Gothenburg on three patients
(dissatisfied users of the BAHA superbass) showed that these patients would benefit from
a stronger device All three wanted to keep the test device although the battery lasted tor
only one to two hours However the quiescent current of the test device was high (10
mA) and the distortion level was high After the feasibility study was finished, the
technical development of the BAHA cordelle started
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First, the development team in Gothenburg decided to develop the power amplifier and
the transducer The reason for developing the transducer and the power amplifier
simultaneously was that there is an interaction between the output impedance ot the
amplifier, while the input impedance ot the transducer strongly affects the total frequency
response and the distortion level To obtain a high output, a double push-pull amplifier
was designed With a quiescent current of some 1 5 mA without too much distortion
This quiescent current was considered to be low enough compared to the signal current
levels generated by, tor example, speech (peaks of up to 50 m A) and a battery capacity of
110 to 120 mAh It was decided to use a 9-volt rechargeable battery This gives a
maximum output voltage of approximately 16 volts
A new variable reluctance transducer was designed and metal with a very high density (18
kg/dm3) was used tor the transducer counterweight The transducer was designed
rotationally symmetric, making it easy to design the transducer housing Figure 1 shows
the maximum output of the BAHA cordelle We discussed whether we should use a linear
or non-linear amplifier Eventually it was decided to use a non-linear wide dynamic range
compression amplifier of the K-Amp type The controls included were LF (low frequency), HF (high frequency), TK (threshold knee), LB (loudness boost) and an over-all gain
control This configuration offers a very flexible system. With the TK at max (compression threshold at 40 dB SPL) and the LB at mm (no loudness boost) the amplifier works as
a real K-Amp amplifier With the TK at mm (compression threshold at 65 dB SPL) and
the LB max (boost of sounds whenever the input level is 65 dB or higher) the amplification works almost linear Therefore, the system is indeed flexible A new snap coupling
was designed This new coupling is rotationally symmetric and there is not any need toi
an 0-nng, which was the case with the previous bayonet coupling With the snap
coupling, the transducer can be placed in any direction It is also much stronger than the
bayonet coupling, and eliminates thereby previous problems connected with the use ot a
bayonet coupling
Subjects
Seven experienced users of the BAHA superbass were invited to participate in a clinical
try-out Inclusion criteria were a sensorineural component ot between 40 and 60 dBHL
and willingness to take part in the measurements Some relevant biographical data are
presented in Table 1 All the subjects had been using their BAHA superbass on daily
basis for more than 2 years The BAHA superbass consists of a transducer, connected to
a conventional body-worn hearing aid The type ot body-worn amplifier differed between
subjects Two subjects were using the Philips SI594 and 3 subjects were using the Oticon
PUP, both devices are linear devices with peak clipping Two subjects were using the
Rexton PP3, which is also a lineai device, but it makes use of output compression as a
soft peak clipper The subjects were fitted with the new BAHA cordelle lor live days
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After that period they returned to the centre for testing and were subsequently refitted
with their BAHA superbass.
METHODS
Free-field aided thresholds and speech recognition were measured in order to make a
comparison between the two BAHA devices. Warble tone thresholds were determined at
the octave frequencies from 0.25 to 4 kHz. The warble tones were generated by an
audiometer (AC40, Interacoustics). The volume setting was adjusted by the patient to
his/her preferred setting. A sentence recognition test, developed by Plomp and Mimpen,7
was used to measure speech recognition The presentation level of the sentences was at
values of 60 and 70 dBA for all the subjects. In two patients, a presentation level 55 dBA
was also used and in one patient, sentences were also presented at 80 dBA. Lists of 13
sentences were applied The first 3 sentences were used for practising purposes. As some
of the subjects had great difficulty repeating the whole sentences correctly, it was decided
to increase the score by 10% if all the words were repeated correctly and by 5% if at
least half of the words were repeated correctly If the total score exceeded 10% but was
less than 90%, a test-retest measurement was performed to study reproducibility. The
test-retest difference was +1.1% with a sd of 8.5% (n = 22). This means that there was
no systematic difference between the test and retest scores (l-test), more over, now the
95% confidence range for the speech recognition score could be defined as twice the sd,
thus 17%.It speech recognition score changed by more than 17%, it was considered as a
significant change
BAHA superbas!, measurements were performed before fitting the BAHA cordelle,
whereas the BAHA cordelle measurements were performed at the end of the 5-day trial
period.
Subjective opinions about the two BAHA devices were gathered by means of a questionnaire that was filled out twice: once concerning the previous BAHA superbass before
fitting the BAHA cordelle, and once at the time of evaluation of the new BAHA cordelle
The questionnaire is described in more detail elsewhere by Mylanus" and comprised
fourteen questions on speech recognition in quiet surroundings and noisy surroundings
The subjects were asked to rate their answers on a scale from 1 (very poor) to 10
(excellent) The scores of the questions were averaged.
Fitting procedure
The BAHA cordelle has two adjustments, which concern the shape of the frequency
response (LF and HF). All seven subjects had been using their BAHA superbass with the
broadest frequency response available Therefore, to reduce the number of variables, it
was decided to apply the BAHA cordelle with the broadest frequency response The other
two adjustments concern non-linear processing TK, the threshold of compression can be
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varied between an input level of 40 and 65 dBSPL and with LB, the gain above an input
level of 65 dB can be boosted ч
During the fitting session, the adjustments were varied while the audiologist and later on
the patient him/herself, were talking at normal conversation level and with a raised voice
The subject was asked to express his/her preference based on the perceived quality of the
speech
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the mean difference of the seven subjects in the aided free-field condition,
namely the BAHA cordelle threshold minus the BAHA superbass threshold The mean
ditterence was only significantly different from zero at 4 kHz (Wilcoxon rank test,
p < 0 01) This means that with the BAHA cordelle the perception at this frequency was
better than with the BAHA superbass
This is important because it is known that good hearing in the high frequencies is of great
relevance for speech perception
It the subject did not express a clear preference, and if there were no complaints about
too loud sounds, the adjustments were set at the position which resulted in maximum
gain namely TK at max and LB at max It should be mentioned that for this condition,
the typical non lineair processing of sounds of the K-Amp amplifier, is minimized One
leason against using TK at max is that with low compression threshold, so relatively high
gain at low input levels, there was some tendency towards feedback problems and
inconvenient noise oí rubbing clothes Table I shows the settings of the adjustments per
subject No effort was made during this fitting session to optimize the adjustments with
regaid to speech recognition
In Table I the improvement or deterioration in the speech recognition score is presented
for the presentation levels used If speech recognition was zero with one or both BAHAs
no change' was calculated This is indicated with the abbreviation bs (bottom score) If
speech recognition was 100% with one or both BAHAs, again no 'change ' was calculated This is indicated by the abbreviation cs (ceiling score) In subject P2, the score at the
highest presentation level was zero with both devices, therefore, the test was also
performed at 80 dBA All the subjects except for P5, showed improvement with the
BAHA cordelle For at least one presentation level, the improvement was significant On
the questionnaire, the average change (score with the BAHA cordelle minus that with the
BAHA superbass) for perceived speech recognition showed improvement in 6 out of the 7
subjects, see Table I, column 14, which varied from 1 1 to 4 9 (mean 2 9) High values
were observed, but enthusiasm bias cannot be excluded These results were in agreement
with the improvements found for the speech recognition test Subject P5 was the only
subject who experienced deterioration with the BAHA cordelle
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Figure 2- The difference in aided thresholds (BAHA cordelle thresholds minus ¡he BAHA superbass
threshold) as a function of frequency' averaged over the seven subjects Standard deviations are indicated
The mean value at 4 kHz was significantly different from zero (t test, p<0 01)

This was reflected in his questionnaire score and in his score for the speech recognition
test. He complained about excessive background noise which had caused him headaches.
Readjusting of the TK and LB settings did not lead to any subjective improvement
Measurement of his uncomfortable loudness level (ULL) in the free field, using noise
signals, revealed that there was hardly any difference between the ULL for the BAHA
superbass and that for the BAHA cordelle. In fact, ULL occurred at higher input levels
with the BAHA cordelle. So, we have no explanation tor the deviating results of this
subject
K-Amp processing is not advocated for all subjects with hearing loss, as mentioned by
Killion.5 He distinguished two groups ot subjects a low-risk group and a high-risk group.
Low-risk subjects for K-Amp hearing aids have moderate high-frequency loss, mild
moderate Hat loss or mild moderate reverse loss. These subjects have a high probability
of a successful fitting without any special effort High-risk subjects have moderate to
severe flat loss or moderate to severe high frequency loss Fitting a K-Amp device in this
group is not always successful In our study group the range of the sensorineural hearing
loss component in 5 out of the 7 patients placed them in the high-risk fitting group
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Nevertheless, this did not hinder a good outcome in 4 of these 5 patients
To conclude, our first results suggest that the BAHA cordelle has additional value to the
BAHA programme for most subjects whose hearing loss has a moderate to severe
sensorineural component So far, the upper limit of the BAHA cordelle has not been
clearly established
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ABSTRACT
Most but not all hearing-impaired patients with air conduction hearing aids prefer
binaural amplification instead ot monaural amplification The binaural application of the
bone conduction hearing did is more disputable, because the attenuation (in decibels) of
sound waves in the skull is so small that even one bone conduction hearing aid will
stimulate both cochleas approximately to the same extent
Binaural fitting of the bone-anchored hearing aid was studied in three experienced bone
anchored hearing aid users The experiments showed that sound localization speech
recognition in quiet and also under certain noisy conditions improved significantly with
binaural listening compared to the monaural listening condition On the average, the
percentage of correct identifications (within 45") in the sound localization experiment
improved by 53% with binaural listening the speech reception threshold in quiet
improved by 4 4 dB The binaural advantage in the speech in noise test was comparable
to that of a control gioup of subjects with normal hearing when listening monaurally
versus binaurally The improvements in the scores were ascribed to diotic summation
(improved speech recognition in quiet) and the ability to separate sounds in the binaural
listening condition (improved sound localization and improved speech recognition in noise
whenever the speech and noise signals came from dillerent directions) All three patients
preferred the binaural bone-anchoied hearing aids and used them all day
INTRODUCTION
For hearing impaired patients with chronically draining ears or severe bilateral aural
atresia, bone conduction hearing aids are the sole option For many years only the
conventional bone conduction hearing aid was available, which transmits sound
vibrations transcutaneous^ to the skull In the 1980s a percutaneous bone-anchored
hearing aid was developed' that avoids most of the drawbacks ot conventional bone
conduction hearing aids
Since the introduction of the bone anchored heanng aid several studies have been
conducted to compare the patients performance with the bone anchored hearing aid to
that with a conventional bone-conduction hearing aid In general better results have been
reported with the bone anchored hearing aid (foi a review see Hakansson et al ° and Snik
et al1) In most of these studies the bone anchored hearing aid was applied monaurally It
has often been argued that the binaural application of any bone conduction device may not
be effective because intracranial attenuation of skull vibrations in decibels is so small that
even one bone-conduction device will stimulate both cochleae almost to the same extent
The way skull vibrations geneiated near one ear stimulate the ipsilateral and
contralateral cochleae is not straightforward experiments have shown that undei certain
conditions the contialateral cochlea receives belter stimulation than the ìsilateral one 4
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Several studies have been published on the binaural application of air conduction hearing
,ч
aids
Although objective measurements have shown the advantages of binaural hearing
and binaural hearing aids, it is often difficult to demonstrate improved speech recognition
6β
clinically in individual patients ^ In addition, efforts have been made to assess a
patient's subjective preference for either monaural or binaural hearing aid fitting. In
10
general, binaural fitting was preferred. "
In contrast with air conduction hearing aids, few studies have been published on the
advantage ot binaural bone conduction device fitting Nevertheless, in the Netherlands,
the majority of the conventional bone conduction devices are prescribed binaurally,
mounted in eyeglasses Patients seem to benefit from binaural application, although it is
not clear whether this is due to true "spatial" hearing or improved hearing as a result of
the addition ot outputs from two amplifiers Mylanus et al i : presented the results of 13
patients who had been using binaural conventional bone conduction devices and were later
fitted monaurally with a bone-anchored hearing aid With regard to sound localization, six
patients prelerred the former binaural fitting, 2 experienced no difference and, totally
unexpected, 5 preferred the monaural bone-anchored heating aid application This
outcome once more seriously questions the ability to correctly locate sounds with binaural
bone conduction devices
As lar as we know, Hamann et al11 is the only group to have reported on the binaural
application of the bone-anchored hearing aid. They reported that the speech reception
threshold in quiet was, on average, 4 dB better with the binaural bone-anchored hearing
aids than monaural application However, they did not include any results on either sound
localization or speech recognition in noisy conditions Therefore, it cannot be concluded
from their results whether there was any improvement in Ihe patients' ability to
differentiate sounds coming from different directions
Recently, we fitted three experienced bone-anchored hearing aid users with a second
bone-anchored hearing aid on the contralateral side Speech recognition in noise with
spatially separated noise and speech sources, and sound localization were tested
For reference purposes, the binaural advantage was studied in a control group of subjects
with normal hearing Therefore, speech recognition-in-noise measurements were
performed with spatially separated sources under binaural and monaural conditions. In the
latter condition, one ear was blocked.
In addition to the measurements, a survey was taken of the patients' opinions about the
advantages and disadvantages of binaural application compared to monaural boneanchored hearing aid application by means of a questionnaire
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Subjects
Three patients from the Nijmegen bone-anchored hearing aid implantation programme,3 ' 2
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Figure I. Pure lone audiograms of patients. Air-conduction thresholds concern unmasked thresholds
obtained with insert ear-phones. A) Patient PI B) Patient P2 QPatient P3

who applied for a second bone-anchored hearing aid were fitted binaurally. They had
been using monaural bone-anchored hearing aids all day for more than 4 years.Patient PI
is a 51-year-old man who suffered from chronic middle ear problems His audiogram,
presented in Figure 1A, shows severe mixed hearing loss. Slight asymmetry is seen in the
sensorineural hearing loss component in the low-frequency region to the advantage of the
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right ear Therefore, initially he was implanted on the right side Patient P2 is a 49-yearold man, who was using a bone-anchored hearing aid near his right ear Pure tone
audiometry shows symmetrical mixed hearing loss with a high-frequency sensorineural
hearing loss component(Figure IB Patient P3 is a 48-year-old woman with severe, almost
symmetrical mixed hearing loss (Figure 1С) She received her first bone-anchored hearing
aid near her left ear
Surgery for the application of the second bone-anchored hearing aid was uneventful, 8
weeks later, the patients were fitted with their second bone-anchored hearing aid After
10 weeks of daily use, measurements were performed to compare the monaural and
binaural bone-anchored hearing aid applications
The control group comprised six volunteers with normal hearing (hearing thresholds of 15
dB hearing level or less at 0 25 to 8 kHz) They participated in the speech-in-noise
measurements, once without any restrictions and once with one ear blocked The average
age of the control subjects was 30 years (range 26 to 36 years)
Methods
Pure tone audiograms were obtained with standard procedures and equipment
(Interacoustics AC40 clinical audiometer) Insert earphones were used (Eartone ER ЗА)
lor threshold assessment and masking purposes The free-field measurements were
performed in a double-walled sound-treated room with low reverberation (calculated
reverberation time of 0 15 seconds, mean value at 0 25, 0 5, 1,2 and 4 kHz)
Directional hearing was tested with seven loudspeakers placed in a half circle, one
loudspeaker in front of the patient at 0" azimuth and the others were placed at azimuth
+ 30", +60" and +90" (to the right) and -30°, -60", and -90" (to the left) As stimuli,
audiometer-generated, narrowband one-third-octave bandwith noise bursts of 1-second
duration were used with center frequencies of 0 5 and 2 kHz The presentation level was
fixed at 60 dB Α-weighted decibels, and the stimuli were presented by each loudspeaker
three times in random order The patients were tested first with one bone-anchored
hearing aid on the right side, and second with binaural hearing aids They were not
allowed to turn their head during the measurements
Hunig and Berg14 described a method to derive information on possible systematic
deviation in localization For this reason, the loudspeakers were considered to be located
on the unity circle (radius =1) The active loudspeaker and the loudspeaker from which
the stimulus came, in orientation to the patient, were points on this circle The
"difference vector" points from the stimulation point to the response point For each
measurement condition, all the difference vectors were summed This analysis quantified
the accuracy of directional hearing m terms of right versus left localization (In their set
up, Hunig and Berg used loudspeakers in a complete circle, we used a half circle, which
implies that we cannot draw any conclusions about forward versus backward sound
localization ) If localization is perfect, the summed difference vector will be zero
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However, this is also valid for pure guessing, so the analysis method should be used in
combination with a method that is less sensitive to guessing Therefore, the percentage ol
"good" scores was calculated, a score was considered to be "good" whenever either the
correct or the immediately adjacent loudspeaker was indicated by the patient This implies
that a "good" score can be interpreted as correct identification of the sound source within
45" II all the sounds are identified as coming from only one (extieme) side, as can be
expected in the case of predominant unilateral hearing, the patient will have a ' good
score of 2 out of 7 To allow for this, the percentage of good scores (called S) was
corrected according to CS = S-(2/5)x(100 S), where CS is the conected score
To measure speech recognition in quiet and in noise, the speech recognition test
developed by Plomp and Mimpen15 was used This test makes use of short conversational
sentences and a steady- state, speech shaped noise Speech reception thresholds (SRTs)
were established with an adaptive procedure The three following conditions were studied
the S r N r condition in which the speech and noise signals were presented in front of the
patient at 0° (S,.Nb), and the ShNR and SFN[ conditions, in which the speech was presented
at 0" (Sr) and the noise signal at +90" (NR) and 90° azimuth (NL) Speech always came
from the loudspeaker in front of the patient, which was considered to be the most natural
listening situation in noisy environments As a consequence, only the noise was
influenced by head shadow The noise level was fixed at 65 dB Α-weighted decibels, the
overall level of normal conversation The SRT values were obtained once with the boneanchored hearing aid near the right ear and once with the binaural bone anchored hearing
aid application The SRI value minus 65 dB (the noise level) is the speech to-noise (S/N)
ratio
To obtain reference data, measurements were performed on 6 subjects with normal
hearing under the same three measurement conditions with binaural and monaural
hearing In the latter case, the subject's left car was blocked by an ear plug ( E A R
Company, Stockport, England) and a monaural earmuff (Pellor H7A, Peltor GMBH,
Ettlingen, Germany) The attenuation of this combination was determined in a separate
experiment by comparing free-field warble tone thresholds For this particular
experiment, both ears were blocked Averaged over the octave frequencies from 125 Hz
to 8 kHz, the attenuation was found to be 42 dB, with the lowest value at 125 Hz,
namely, 30 dB
The speech in noise measurements were performed twice on each subject Ten different
lists of sentences were used, the oider of lists was rotated to balance any list bias The
two sets of scores were used for a test-retest evaluation, the scores piesented below are
the average values
The patients expressed their opinions on the same questionnaire as that used previously to
e\aluate monaural bone-anchored hearing aid fitting (questionnaire B, Mylanus et al12)
The most important questions concerned speech recognition in quiet (5 subquestions) and
in noisy situations (9 subquestions) and the perceived quah^ of e\cr>day sounds (11
subquestions)
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Table I Corrected percentage of good ideniificaiions (within 45") in sound localization experiments using
0 5 and 2 Kilohertz noise bursts

Padenl

PI
P2
PI

0 5 kHz noise bursis
mon
bin

2 kHz noise bursts
mon bin

20%
19%
0

0
0
40 7,

74%
56%
68%

S9Í?
80%
6T%

note mon monaural, bin- binaural

The patients were asked to rate their answers on a scale trom 1 lo 10 While completing
the questionnaire, they were shown the ratings they had given previously for then
monaural bone-anchored hearing aid

The average scores on the subquestions were

calculated and compared to the previous average scores with monaural bone-anchored
hearing aid application

Furthermore, we inquired about the hours of daily use and the

overall preference for the monaural or binaural application
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the results of the sound localization expei imeni The corrected percentage
oí "good" scores (conect localization within 45") are indicated for the 3 patients

Scores

of 20% oi less were obtained with one bone-anchoied hearing aid (except for patient P3
with the 2-kHz noise) while considerably better scores, ι anging from 56% to 80%, were
lound with the binaural application using either 0 5 or 2 kHz noise bursts

Figure 2A

presents the summed difference vectors derived from the sound localization experiments
with 0 5-kIIz noise bursts It can be seen that with only one bone-anchored hearing aid
near the right ear, all the sounds were localized on the right (the three vectors point to the
right) In all 3 patients, the length of the vector was reduced with binaural bone-anchored
hearing aids Patient P2 showed the poorest result, howevei, with the 2-kIIz noise buisls
(Fig 2B), that his summed difference vector was almost zero for binaural application
indicates almost optimal localization In all 3 patients, the length of the vectoi was small
for this latter measuiement condition
The SRTs in quiet for the monaural and binaural bone-anchored hearing aid applications
are presented in Table 2

The SRT improved 3 to 6 dB with binauial application

However, к remained 20 to 30 dB abo\e the SRT in quiet as obtained in the control
group
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Table 2 Speech reception thresholds m quiet (dBA) for three bone-anchored hearing aid
patients

Patient
PI
P2
P3

mon
53 6
52 3
43.2

bin
49.0
46.0
40.3

difference
-4 6
-6.3
-2.9

0.5 kHz

2 kHz
cz
о

0,5

*0,25
pi

P3

P2

РЗ

cz

Ш

О
Ω.

о

;>-

P2

-0,25

P1
P3
-1

-0.75 -0,5 -0.25 О
0,25 0,5 0,75
left -«
X position
— > • right

^ > ^ —
S
P1

P2

РЗ

**ÍJ

*<,-.

Ρ,
Ρ2~

1

-1

0.75 -0.5 -0,25 Ο
Ο 2 5 0.5 0,75
left <ί
Χ position
*- right

Figure 2 The summed difference vector derived from the sound localization measurements for noise bursts at
A) 0 5 kHz and B)2 kHz Results obtained with monaural (vector with dotted line) and binaural (vector with
hne)bone-anchored hearing aid applications are indicated Patient's position was at x = 0, \=0 In case of
perfect localization, difference vector ¡s zero, if the patient localizes all sounds on right side, lector has
lenght of I and points to right

For each measurement condition, the speech recognition-in-noise measurements were
performed twice. The first and second measurement scores were used for a test-retest
evaluation. The signed mean difference between the SRT determinations was +0.19 dB
(n = 54, controls and patients pooled, SD ±1 16 dB). That this mean value did not deviate
significantly from zero (t-test) means that there was no learning effect The standard
deviation was used to define the 95% confidence level as 2 32 dB (two times the standard
deviation) As these SRT values or the derived S/N ratios are the average values from the
two successive measurements, it can be assumed that if the change in SRT value or S/N
ratio exceeds 2.32Λ/2 = 1.64 dB, it is a significant change
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Table 3 presents the results of the speech-in-noise measurements The individual results of
the 3 patients as well as the average result of the control group, are presented The results
of the control group are in good agreement with those reported by Bronkhorst and
Plomp 7 In the SFNF condition, none of the patients showed a significant change in the
S/N ratio in the binaural versus the monaural condition This is in accordance with the
results of patients with sensorineural hearing loss who were using behind the-ear hearing
aids6 and with the individual results of the controls (not presented in detail)
In the SFNR condition with monaural listening, the noise was generated near the ear with
hearing aid Compared to the SFNF condition, significantly poorer results were found in
two of the three patients (Table 3 and Fig 3) The control group also showed a
comparable deterioration With binaural listening, there was a significant improvement in
the S/N ratio in all the patients and controls In the SFNL condition with monaural hearing,
the noise was emitted on the contralateral side to the ear with hearing aid The S/N ratio
of the 3 patients was significantly better than in the S F N r condition (mean improvement in
patients 2 4 dB, mean improvement in controls 2 9 dB) With binaural bone-anchored
hearing aids, there was no significant improvement, but also no significant deterioration
in the S/N ratio

Table 3 Speech-to-noise ratios (in dB) obtained for different measurement conditions of
bone anchored hearing aid patients and mean values of control group

Measurement condition
SFNF

Patient

mon

bin

SFN,

SpNR

difference

mon

bin

difference

mon

bin

difference

PI

-10

-15

-0 5

3 4 -2 6 -6 0*

-2 7

-4 0 -1 3

P2

-16

-2 4

-0 8

- 1 4 -4 3 -2 9'

-5 6

-5 2 + 0 4

P3

-0 6 -0 9

-0 3

3 0 -0 7 -3 7*

-4 0

-4 5 -0 5

-6 4 -6 3

0 1

-4 9

-9 3

-9 5 -0 2

1 1

11

Controls
mean
sd

05

08

-9 5 -4 6*
1116

/ 2

;ι

1 2

significant improvement
mon- monaural listening condition, bin- binaural listening condition, SbNF- speech and
noise presented at azimuth 0", SFNR and SFNL- speech presented at 0" and the noise at
+90° or -90", respectively
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Figure 3 Individual signal to noise (S/N) ratios of patients and mean value of control
group as Junction of measurement condition namely, monaural versus binaural
application of bone anchored hearing aid with noise source at various positions (to left in
front or to right of patient) Speech signal always came from loudspeaker in front of
patient In monaural condition patient only used right bone-anchored hearing aid This
explains better S/N ratios measured with interfering noise coming from left side

Figure 3 shows that the improvement or deterioration was lairly comparable between
conditions in the 3 patients This was also valid for the patients compared to the average
result of the control group
The results of the questionnaire are presented in Table 4 The patients experienced
improved speech recognition with the binaural bone anchored hearing aids in quiet
situations Patients PI and P3 also reported improvement of speech recognition in noisy
surroundings, but P2 did not experience any benefit Patient P3 also reported
improvement in the perceived quality of everyday sounds All 3 patients preferred the
binaural application and used it all day
DISCUSSION
The results ol the sound localization experiments summarized in Table 1 and Fig 2 show
directional hearing for binaural bone-anchored hearing aid application but less or even
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no directional hearing at all, for monaural application. This means that during binaural
stimulation, the sound perceived by the cochlea nearest to the sound source overruled that
of the other cochlea This was valid for patients P2 and P3, but also for patient PI, who
has an asymmetric sensorineural hearing loss component at low frequencies
At 0.5 kHz, directional hearing is mainly based on the detection of interaural phase
differences, while above 1 kHz it is mainly based on the detection of interaural intensity
differences Since the results with 0.5- and 2-kHz noise bursts were comparable, it seems
that both the detection of interaural intensity and the phase differences seemed to be
adequate with the binaural fitting It has often been debated whether binaural application
of hearing aids has a positive effect on speech recognition in noise Generally, the
application of binaural hearing aids has a significant effect on the SRT in quiet in patients
with moderate to severe hearing loss, but not on the SRT in noise This is understandable
because, hearing aids will amplify both the background sounds and the speech to the same
extent, unless head shadow plays a role 6
Our results were in agreement with this- the SRT in quiet was 3 to 6 dB better with
binaural bone-anchored hearing aid application. Hamann et al11 reported similar results
The improvement in SRT in quiet can be ascribed to the diotic summation of sounds from
the two ears on a central auditory level In the present study, binaural listening did not
have any significant effect on speech recognition in noise in the SrNr condition This was
in accordance with our expectations and was also found in the control subjects.
Generally speaking, the changes in the S/N ratios in the patients in the monaural and
binaural SrNR and SFNL listening conditions (Table 3 and Fig 3) were comparable to those
in the controls. In the case of monaural hearing (right ear), when the noise was presented
on the right side, there was a negative influence on speech recognition.

Table 4 Questionnaire scores for speech recognition and perceived sound quality

Patient

PI
P2
P3

speech recognition in quiet
mon bin difference

speech recognition in noise
mon bin difference

quality of sounds
mon bin difference

6 2 8 6 +2.4
7 8 8 4 + 0 6
6 6 9 2 +2.6

2.9 6 2 +3 3
6 1 6 0 - 0 1
7 0 80 +10

5 6 5 8 +0 2
6 3 6 5 + 0 2
7.0 8 2 + 1 2

The scores were given on a scale from 1 (extremely poor) to 10 (excellent)
mon- monaural, bin- binaural bone-anchored hearing aid application
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Whenever the noise came from the left, the effect was much less, owing to head shadow
In the latter condition, the binaural application might eliminate the (in this case) positive
effect of head shadow However, the results showed that this was not the case neither in
the patients, nor in the individual controls Whenever the noise came from the right
significant improvements were found between monaural and binaural application The
improvements ranged from 2 9 dB to 6 dB Because a change of 1 dB equals a change of
15% in sentence recognition,'s sentence recognition improved by 44 to 90%
In general, the S/N ratios were poorer in the patients than in the controls, as is illustrated
in Fig 3 The difference was on the order of 5 dB This value is in reasonable agreement
with that reported by Festen and Plomp6 in patients with comparable cochlear dysfunction
and binaural air conduction hearing aids
That results of the questionnaire were in agreement with the test results This means that
the measured advantage of the binaural bone anchored hearing aid application was also
experienced by the patients in daily life The results of patient PI, with the poorest
cochlear function, are specially encouraging We have no explanation tor the deviating
results of patient P2 on the questions about speech recognition in noisy surroundings
however, Table 3 shows that he had the smallest binaural advantage in the speech in noise
measurements (SFNH condition)
One of the questions concerned the perceived quality of everyday sounds We did not
anticipate that the change from monaural to binaural bone anchored hearing aids would
affect patient opinion on this item (unless the patient reduced the volume of the bone
anchored hearing aids in the binaural application) As expected, the score on this item
remained unchanged for patients PI and P2, and this finding suggests that at least in these
2 patients the questionnaire scores were not seriously affected by factors such as
enthusiasm or gratitude

CONCLUSION
The patients' performance with binaural bone anchored hearing aids was better than that
with a monaural bone anchored hearing aid Generally, the advantage of binaural over
monaural listening were in line with those of the control group of subjects with normal
hearing The results suggest that binaural application is feasible for bone-anchored hearing
aid patients with symmetric sensorineural hearing loss components
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ABSTRACT
The effect of bilateral application of bone anchored hearing aids (BAHAs) was examined
in terms of directional hearing, speech recognition in quiet and in noise in four patients
with bilateral congenital atresia who, out ot pure necessity, had been using a unilateral
bone conduction hearing aid since early life This study comprised a prospective clinical
evaluation in a single subject design, tour patients with bilateral congenital atresia
originating from the Nijmegen ВАНА series participated Three patients had Treacher
Collins syndrome All four patients had conductive most probably, symmetric, hearing
loss Recently these patients had applied for a second BAHA and were subsequently fitted
bilaterally With two BAHAs, all four patients showed significant improvement in sound
localization Also speech perception in quiet showed significant improvement with
bilateral application and, a significant improvement was found in speech perception in
noise in three patients These results suggest that patients with congenital conductive
symmetrical hearing loss will benefit from bilateral BAHAs
INTRODUCTION
Today most young children with bilateral congenital atresia of the ear canal, with or
without anotia or microtia, are fitted with a bone conduction hearing aid reconstructive
surgery is not advocated before the age of 6 years, and in several cases it may be
unsuccessful because of the seventy ot the anomaly A conventional bone-conduction
hearing aid, consisting of an electromagnetic vibrator pressed against the mastoid process
on one side of the head by a steel spring or headband, is the sole option Bilateral bone
conduction hearing aids, such as hearing spectacles with the transducers mounted in the
arms of the spectacles, are not feasible for young children, for example, because the
small size of the bony part of the nose in early childhood and insufficient support for the
frame in the case ot anotia or microtia As a result, these children are deprived ot
binaural speech 'cues' during the first years of hie The children have no other option but
to continue using one bone conductor
Histological research into young animals has suggested that the auditory neural structures
that enable binaural sound processing only develop it binaural hearing is undisturbed
Other studies have shown that binaural processing adapts to changing inputs, some
authors have suggested that this is limited to critical periods during development ' So far,
there is no consensus about the extent of plasticity in the developing auditory system 2
Human studies in this field are scarce However, binaural processing has been studied in
patients in whom correction of congenital unilateral conductive hearing loss resulted in
(sub)normal hearing 2 λ Surgery was performed at the age of 6 years or later It was found
that several ot the patients showed scores within the normal range on binaural hearing
tests This suggests that the human auditory system even after long-term deprivation of
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binaural hearing, may show (sub)normal binaural processing
However, in patients with severe bilateral congenital atresia of the ear canal, with or
wilhout anotia or microtia the question remains as to whether they can hear binaurally,
or in other words, whether they can be fitted successfully with two hearing aids
During the 1980s, a new type of bone conductor was developed that is coupled to a
percutaneous abutment and connected to a titanium implant in the temporal bone This
bone conductor is named the bone-anchored hearing aid (BAHA) " Successful results have
been reported with unilateral BAHA application in patients with bilateral congenital
atresia, as well as in patients with chronic discharging ears w ' 7 8 This hearing aid has been
applied to children of 2 years ol age and older 7 The design of the BAHA makes bilateral
application possible because it is directly coupled to the skull and no headband or
spectacles are needed However, it is not yet known to what degree children and adults
wnh bilateral congenital atresia will benefit from binaural speech cues after having been
deprived of binaural cues since birth, if they are provided with bilateral BAHAs at later
age Besides problems associated with binaural cue deprivation, it has often been argued
that the bilateral application of any bone-conduction device may not be effective because
the intracranial attenuation of skull vibrations is so small that even one bone-conduction
device will stimulate both cochleae almost to the same extent Nevertheless, promising
results have been reported on the bilateral application of the BAHA The speech reception
threshold in quiet with a word recognition test was on average 4 dB better with bilateral
BAHAs than with unilateral application * Snik et al ч studied bilateral fitting in three
BAHA users who were suffering from acquired mixed hearing loss owing to chronic
otitis Bilateral fitting led to significant improvement in sound localization, speech
recognition in quiet and in certain noisy conditions
The aim ot the present study was to examine the effect ot bilateral application of the
BAHA in terms of directional hearing and speech recognition in quiet and in noise in
patients with severe bilateral congenital atresia, who out of pure necessity had been using
a unilateral bone conduction hearing aid since early life and therefore had been deprived
of binaural cues Scores with the initial unilateral fitting and the bilateral fitting were
compared To study whether improvement could be ascribed to real binaural hearing or to
the presence of two inputs (two "microphones", one on either side of the head),
directional hearing was also tested with a (unilateral) BAHA in a BiCros version
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Subjects
The study group comprised four patients with bilateral congenital ear canal atresia, three
of whom had Treacher Collins syndrome Before the age of 1 year, all four patients were
fitted with a conventional bone-conduction hearing aid These bone conductors were
attached to a headband to position them against the mastoid process Characteristics of the
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patients, the results of computed tomography (CT) scanning of the ears, and the
classification of the anomalies are given in Table 1 In all four cases, major ear
malformations were present. As the outcome of reconstructive surgery in such cases is
generally poor, surgery was not an option.111 In the long term the conventional bone
conductor led to problems such as local pain, skin irritation, and headaches, which were
clear-cut indications to fit a BAHA unilaterally. In 1996 these four patients applied for
and were subsequently fitted with a second BAHA (the BAHA HC 300). " As mentioned
earlier, directional measurements were also performed with a BiCros BAHA which
consisted of the patients' own BAHA and the HC 210 BiCros device 12

Table I Patient data and classified computed tomographic scan findings of the patients

PI

Subjects
P2

P3

P4

Etiology
Age fitting CBHA (yrs)
Age fitting BAHA (yrs)
Age bilateral BAHAs (yrs)
Sex

TC
0.5
37
42
Male

BCA
05
12
14
Female

TC
07
22
24
Female

TC
05
18
24
Male

Type of pinna anomaly*
Right ear/ Left ear

11/11

II/II

II/II

II/III

Type of meatus anomaly*
Right ear/ Left ear

IIA/IIA

III/III

III/III

III/III

Aerated, slitlike Ossicles fused
cavity, ossicles together or
absent

Not fully
recognized

Aerated,
slitlike cavity,
no ossicles

Lett ear

Identical

Loose ossicles

Identical

Identical

Air conduction thresholds
Right ear/ Lett ear (dBHL)

75/70

60/60

68/77

60/55

Bone conduction thresholds
Right ear/ Left ear (dBHL)

15/10

10/20

10/13

0/5

Middle ear cavity & ossicles
Right ear

TC = Treacher Collins, BCA = non s\ndromic bilateral congenital atresia
CBHA = conventional bone conduction hearing aid, BAHA = bone anchored hearing aid
*
Classification of ear anomalies and pinna anomalies according to Cremers et al 10
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For reference purposes, a control group that comprised 10 volunteers with normal
hearing, was used to measure the advantage of binaural hearing during the speech in noise
test Their hearing thresholds were 20 dBHL or less at 0 25 to 8 kHz, and their ages
ranged from 19 to 52 years
Methods
Pure-tone audiograms were obtained using standard procedures and equipment (Interacoustics AC40 clinical audiometer) Owing to inherent masking problems in patients with
bony aural atresia, there was no absolute evidence that any of the four patients had two
functional cochleae High resolution CT scanning, performed previously, showed that the
middle ear anomalies were severe, while the two cochleas were judged as normal in all
four patients The patients' responses were quite clear according to their reports, most of
the bone-conduction sounds presented at the left mastoid or the right mastoid were
perceived in the corresponding ear Therefore it was concluded that the patients most
probably had two active cochleae
Sound localization was tested with seven loudspeakers placed in a half-circle As stimuli,
narrow-band noise bursts of 1-second duration and center frequencies of 0 5 and 2 kHz
were used, (generated by the audiometer) These frequencies were chosen because at 0 5
kHz, directional hearing is mainly based on the detection of interaural phase differences,
while at 2 kHz it is mainly based on the detection of interaural intensity differences The
presentation level was fixed at 60 dBA and the stimuli were presented by each
loudspeaker twice in a random order The patients were not allowed to turn their head
during the measurements A score was calculated on the basis of the percentage of correct
answers The answer was considered to be correct whenever either the correct or the
immediately adjacent loudspeaker (to the left or to the right) was indicated by the patient
This implied that in the set-up used, a "correct" score could be interpreted as the
appropriate identification of the sound source within 45° The chance level was 43 %, or 3
out of 7 When the score was modeled as a binomial variable, the 95% significance level
was 71% This means that if the score exceeded 71%, directional hearing was present
To measure speech recognition in quiet and in noise, the speech recognition test
developed by Plomp and coworkers was used '3 '4 This test makes use ot lists of 13 short
conversational sentences and in the case of speech recognition in noise, a steady-state
speech-shaped noise The sentences and the noise are available on compact disc The
speech reception thresholds (SRTs) were established with an adaptive procedure 15
The SRT in quiet was measured on the side of the head where the patient had been using
the unilateral BAHA Later in the study it was decided to repeat the SRT measurements
on the left ear and right ear separately and then with bilateral stimulation The
improvement in the bilateral condition was compared with the best score obtained in the
unilateral condition
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For speech recognition in noise, two conditions were studied In both conditions the
speech was presented by a loudspeaker in front of the patient (SF) while the noise was
presented by a loudspeaker either on the left or right side of the patient (azimuth +90" or
-90°) More specifically, the noise was presented either on the baffle side (NB), which is
the side of the head where the patient had been using the unilateral BAHA, or on the
shadow side (N s ), which is the opposite side Therefore, only the noise was influenced by
the head shadow, not the speech The noise level was fixed at 65 dBA, ι e the overall
level of normal conversation SRT values were obtained once with the unilateral BAHA
worn on the initial implant side and once with bilateral application The SRT value minus
65 dB (the noise level) is the speech-to-noise or S/N ratio n ' 4 The more negative the S/N
ïatio, the better the result A change of 1 dB equals a change of 17% in sentence
recognition и The measurements were performed twice and the order of the lists of
sentences was rotated to balance any list bias In the previous study, a test-retest
evaluation showed that the 95% confidence level for repeated SRT determinations in noise
was +/ 1 64 dB This means that if the change in SRT value or the derived S/N ratio
obtained tor two measurement conditions exceeds 1 64 dB, it reflects a significant change
The speech in noise test and the sound localization test were carried out in a double
walled, sound treated room with low reverberation The mean calculated reverberation
time at 0 25 0 5 1, 2 and 4 kHz was 0 15 s
The bilateral advantage for speech recognition in noise was also determined in a second
more realistic experiment with a cued listening task Multitalker noise instead of a steady
state noise was used and, as stimuli, competing sentences coming from different
directions The reverberation time of the room was 0 3 seconds Two sentences were
presented simultaneously via two different loudspeakers One sentence was spoken by a
female subject (FT sentence) one by a male subject (MT sentence) Either the FT or MT
sentence was the target sentence The patients were asked to repeat the target sentence
while ignoring the other sentence and the multitalker noise The two loudspeakers,
presenting the FT and MT sentences, were placed at +45° and -45" azimuth
respectively The multi talkei noise always came from a third speaker, as illustrated in
Figure 1 Patients were tested under two aided conditions first with their former
unilateral BAHA then with bilateral BAHAs The MT sentences were always presented on
the side of the patient where the first unilateral BAHA had been fitted Thus, the MT
sentences were presented on the baffle side and the FT sentences on the shadow side of
the head
The change in score of the recognition of MT sentences and FT sentences during
unilateral and bilateral BAHA application were calculated The test material comprised
eight lists of 13 sentences taken from the compact disc recorded by Plomp and
coworkers ' 4 ' s Four of the lists were spoken by a female subject the other four were
spoken by a male subject The lists used in this testing session were different from those
used in the former setup with the steady-state noise
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female
„
dì
talker

45

•

Shadow side ' ^ ^ ^ ^ H

•

male
talker

Baffle side

t
multi talker nuise
Figure I The mo loudspeakers, presenting the sentences spoken b\ the female talker (FT) and the male
talker (MT) are placed al +45 ' and -45 ' azimuth The multi-talker noise comes from a third speaker behind
¡he patient The baffle side is the side of the head where the first unilateral bone anchored hearing aid had
been fluted The shadow side is on the other side of the head

The presentation order of the lists was rotated
The first three sentences of each list were used tor practise purposes and repeated if
necessary Per 10 sentences, the percentage of correctly repeated words was determined
The presentation level of the FT sentences and MT sentences was fixed at 65 dBA The
multitalker noise originated from the compact disk recording Real-life Environment Sound
Examples (Widex Ine, Vaerloese, Denmark ) The level of multitalker noise was fixed at
a level of 65 or 70 dBA, depending on the subject's performance
Before testing, the patient's original as well as the new BAHA were checked for normal
functioning and were adjusted by the patient to his/her preferred setting The initial
evaluation was carried out 10 weeks after fitting the second BAHA, to minimize the
effect ol perceptual acclimatization 16 As the results of some patients were clearly poorer
than those of the others, it was decided to repeat the sound localization test and the
speech recognition in quiet after 17 weeks In addition, to study perceptual acclimatization
in more detail, it was decided to repeat part of the test a third time at 25 weeks' rollowup Patient P4 only participated in the 10-week follow-up measurements He refused to
participate in the later evaluations
To obtain reference data, the speech competition in noise tests were also performed on 10
subjects with normal hearing in a bilateral and unilateral listening condition
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Table 2 Percentage of correct responses ¡within 45 ') to sound localization testing using 500 and 2000 Hz
noise bursts with unilateral and bilateral BAHA application

Subject

Follow -up (W)

Ρ 1
P2

10
10
17

P3

10
17

P4

10

500 Hz
Unilateral
43
50
36
43
50
50

Bilateral

2000 Hz
Uni lateral

93*
50
86*
79*
64

36
50
64
57
57

100*

50

Bilateral
100*
64
86*
100*
86*
100*

*Significant score,
Unilat = unilaleral BAHA application, Bilat = bilateral BAHA application
The chance level was 43% The significance level was 71%

In the latter condition, the subject's left or right ear, chosen at random, was blocked by
an ear plug ( E A R Company, Stockport, England) and a unilateral ear muff (Peltor
H7A, Peltor GMBH, Ettlingen, Germany). The attenuation of this combination varied
from 30 dB at 125 Hz to 50 dB at 2 and 4 kHz 9
RESULTS
Sound localization
Table 2 shows the results of the sound localization tests The percentage of correct
localizations within 45' are indicated It should be noted that the chance level was 43%
and the significance level was 71% (see Methods) All four subjects were able to localize
sounds accurately with bilateral BAHA application after 10 weeks, significant scores
were found with 500-Hz noise bursts in patients PI, P3 and P4 After 17 weeks ot
follow-up, the score of P2 improved with two BAHAs. However, patient P3, who had a
significant score at 10 weeks, did not have a significant score at 17 weeks with two
BAHAs At the initial evaluation with a 2000-Hz noise burst, patients PI, P3 and P4 had
significant scores with bilateral BAHAs after 10 weeks. After 17 weeks, patient P2 also
showed a significant score.
The sound localization tests were also performed with one BAHA in BiCros application
No significant scores were found in these measurements, and the average percentage of
correct localization (average value over the subjects and test frequencies) was 49% therefore, close to chance level.
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Table 3 Speech reception thresholds (SRT) in quiet after 10, 17 and 25 weeks

Subject

Follow- up

SRT (dBA)
initial
uni
bilat

change

10
25

37.4

+0.5

10
17
25

43 6
44 g

10
17
25

42 6
49 8

(weeks)

PI

P2

P3

P4

37 9

36 3
34 7

42 1
44 5

10

SRT(dBA)
best
uni
bilat

change

39 8

35.5

4 3*

40.5

35 3

5 2*

45 7

42 8

-2 9*

42 3

36 5

-5 8*

-7 3*
-10 1*

-0 5
-5 3*

* Significant improvement
minai uni = unilateral BAHA application initial ruling, bilat = bilateral BAHA application, best uni =
unilateral BAHA application on the side of the head with the best score

Speech recognition in quiet
The SRTs in quiet are presented in Table 3 Change refers to the bilateral score minus the
unilateral score obtained with the BAHA on the initial implant side. After 10 weeks of
follow-up, the SRT of patients P2 and P4 improved significantly with bilateral BAHAs In
patients PI and P3 no significant change was observed. However, after 17 weeks of
follow-up, the SRT in quiet of patient P3 had improved significantly. The results,
although significant, were not very consistent. As the volume setting of the BAHA, which
was selected before the experiments (see Methods) played a role, these measurements
were repeated. This time, the unilateral scores with the BAHA on the left and on the right
were determined separately. Then the bilateral score was determined and compared with
the best unilateral score. In this situation, all four patients showed significant
improvement, ranging from -2.9 dB (patient P3) up to -5 8 dB (patient P4).
Speech recognition in noise
Table 4 presents the results of the speech-in-noise measurement with the steady-state
noise.
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Table 4 Signal-to-noise ratios (m dB) obtained in two measurement conditions, Sf NB from front and noise
on baffle side of the head, SFNb speech from front and noise on shadow side of the head

Subject

Ρ 1

Ρ2

РЗ

follow-up

SFNB

(wks)

uni

bilat

change

S,N S
uni

bilat

change

10

-5 4

-5 8

-0 4

6 5

-6 2

+0 3

25

-4 4

-8 7

-4 3*

7 5

-7 7

-0 2

-2 0*

76

49

10

ηr m

25

-3 ì

-5 1

+ 2 7**

10

-4.4

-2 9

+ 15

-7 8

-6 2

+16

25

-4 4

-5 8

-/ 4

-8 2

-6 4

+ 1 8**

P4

10

-2 2

-4 7

-2 5*

-9 6

-8 6

+ 10

Controls

Mean

-4 У

-9 5

-4 6*

-9 3

-9 5

0 2

Sd

11

1 1

16

1 2

11

1 2

* significant improvement, ** significant deterioration
uni = unilateral ВАНА application, bilat = bilateral ВАНА application
η r m - no reliable measurements

The individual results of the four patients and the average results of the control group are
presented In the S F N B condition, the speech was presented in front of the patient, with
the noise on the baffle side of the head (see Methods) At 10 weeks of follow-up, patient
P4 showed significant improvement and after a follow-up of 25 weeks, patients PI and P2
also showed significant improvement with bilateral BAHAs.In the other condition (S r N s ),
the speech was presented in front of the patient, with the noise on the shadow side of the
head. Patients P2 and P3 showed significant deterioration with bilateral BAHAs

The

other two patients did not show a statistically significant change in the bilateral condition.
Only the value of patient P3 was outside the range of the controls (2 standard deviations
[2SD]).
The cued listening task
Table 5 shows the results of the second speech recognition in noise test, which involved
the cued listening task

These results were obtained only once, 10 weeks after bilateral

fitting The plus sign signifies improvement with the bilateral fitting
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Table 5 Change m percentage word récognition with the unüuteral and bilateral BAHA application in two
measurent conditions mth the cued listening task

Subjecl

Change in score ( % correct)
MT sentences
FT semences

Ρ I

+7*

+ 47*

Ρ2

+34

+7*

РЗ

26

+21*

P4

+2*

+15*

+7 6
114

+22 8
12 4

Controls
mean
sd

* within two standard-deviations range of the control group

Most ot the scores of the patients were within the 2SD range of the control group, with
the exception of the scores of patients P2 and P3 in the condition where the subject was
asked to repeat the MT sentences With two BAHAs, patient P2 performed significantly
better than the controls,whereas patient P3 performed significantly worse with two than
with one BAHA However, these two patients scored within the 2SD range of the control
group in the other condition where they were asked to repeat the FT sentences
DISCUSSION
First we discuss the results obtained at the latest evaluation of each patient
Sound localization
The tests showed that with unilateral BAHA application or the BAHA in BiCros
application, sound localization was not possible However, with bilateral BAHAs, obvious
improvements were found All four patients showed good localization abilities in the test
with 2 kHz noise bursts (Table 2) The significant percentage of correct responses to
sound localization with the 2000 Hz noise bursts, can be attributed to the effective use ot
interaural intensity differences due to head shadow Thus differences in interaural
intensity levels were detected adequately by all four patients Localization of low
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frequency sounds, (e g 500 Hz noise bursts) is based on the detection of interaural phase
differences It was observed that three out of the four patients showed significant scores
with bilateral BAHAs at this frequency
These results are in agreement with the results ot other studies on hearing-impaired
subjects with either one or two air-conduction hearing aids, which showed that the ability
to localize sounds in the high-frequency range improved more clearly than in the lowfrequency range '7 Studies on sound localization with bilateral bone conduction hearing
aids are scarce "
Speech recognition in quiet
It has been shown that when a sound is presented binaurally, it is perceived as being
louder than when it is presented monaurally '6 To see whether this was also valid in our
patients we determined the SRT in quiet, firstly with one BAHA on the initial implant
side and, second, with bilateral BAHAs Later in the study we also determined the SRT
in the unilateral condition with the BAHA on the left and right side separately and in the
bilateral condition The best unilateral score was compared with the bilateral one The
volume settings of the BAHAs were not changed between the unilateral and bilateral
measurements All four patients showed significant improvements in this part of the
study This suggests that all four patients were capable of binaural summation
Speech reception in noise
In the condition where the speech was presented in front of the subject and the noise on
the "baffle" side (S,.NB), there was significant improvement in the S/N ratio in three of
the four patients in the bilateral condition However, the improvement of all four patients
was well within the 2SD range ot the controls These improvements can be ascribed to
the effect of selective listening via the BAHA on the shadow side of the head in the
bilateral measurement condition In the test in which the speech was presented in front ot
the subject and the noise on the "shadow" side (SFNS), on average the subjects with
normal hearing did not show any significant difference between the (in this case
favourable) unilateral and the bilateral listening conditions Two out of the four patients
showed significant deterioration, but only one scored outside the 2SD range of the control
group These two patients experienced interference from the second BAHA, this suggests
that they were unable to achieve effective "binaural squelch" Binaural squelch refers to
the ability to "squelch sounds in one ear when the input is received by two ears 16 In the
cued listing task, only patient P3 showed deterioration with binaural "cues" that was
outside the 2SD range of controls However, this was only found for the MT sentences
not tor the FT sentences
Effect of follow-up
The measurements obtained after longer bilateral BAHA use (17 weeks and 25 weeks)
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showed improvement in some of the patients However, the measurements were not
performed systematically Therefore, no conclusions can yet be drawn concerning the
effect of the duration of follow-up on binaural BAHA application
CONCLUSION
Compared to unilateral application, bilateral BAHA application led to significant
improvement in sound localization and showed considerable promise in relation with
speech recognition in quiet and in noisy conditions The four patients experienced benefit
and were using the bilateral BAHAs all day Besides its proven superiority to
conventional bone-conduction hearing aids, it should be realized that in patients with
bilateral, inoperable congenital aural atresia, application of bilateral BAHAs is the only
means for them to receive binaural cues because fitting a conventional bone conductor
mounted in spectacles is often troublesome in children and in adults if the pinnas are
malformed
The present results support the opinion that the auditory system is able to adapt in some
way to binaural inputs even after childhood 2 3
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Evaluation of patients' opinions about bilateral bone-anchored hearing aid
(BAHA) application compared to unilateral application.
Study Design: A prospective study on eleven patients who filled in two questionnaires.
Questionnaire 1 consisted of questions about the patients' preference in different listening
situations. It was filled in 10 weeks after bilateral BAHA application. Questionnaire 2
consisted of questions that compared the patients' previous situation (with only a
unilateral BAHA) to the situation with the more recent bilateral BAHA application This
questionnaire was filled in before and 10 weeks after bilateral fitting.
Setting: Tertiary referral centre.
Patients All eleven patients had been using a unilateral BAHA before being fitted
bilaterally All showed conductive or mixed hearing loss, with a(n) (almost) symmetrical
sensorineural hearing loss component Four out of the 11 patients have bilateral
congenital aural atresia and the rest ot the patients have a history ot chronic otitis media.
Results. 10 out of the 11 patients clearly favoured bilateral BAHA application above
unilateral application.
Conclusions. Eight patients were very satisfied and three patients were satisfied with the
second BAHA. These positive results agreed with the previously found positive
audiological results.
INTRODUCTION
Most patients with hearing impairment who need a hearing aid are fitted with (an) air
conduction hearing aid(s) If an air conduction hearing aid cannot be used because of
recurrent otorrhoea or congenital aural atresia, it may be possible to fit a bone conduction
hearing aid A conventional bone conduction hearing aid consists of an amplifier and a
transducer attached to a headband or a spectacle frame that presses the bone-conduction
transducer against the vault of the skull Conventional bone conduction hearing aids are,
however, often uncomfortable to wear, their amplification is limited and sounds are
sometimes perceived as distorted. In the eighties, Tjellstrom and co-workers introduced a
new type of bone conduction hearing aid, the bone anchored hearing aid (BAHA). In this
set-up, the bone conduction transducer is coupled to a titanium implant anchored in the
temporal bone The titanium implant consists of two parts· a titanium fixture which is
inserted into the temporal bone, and an abutment which is screwed onto the fixture and
penetrates through the skin ' 2
Unilateral fitting ot the BAHA was introduced at the Nijmegen ORL Department in 1988
In 1995 a study started with bilateral fitting of the BAHA In previous papers we showed
that the bilateral fitting of the BAHA to patients who are suffering from either acquired
mixed hearing loss owing to chronic draining ears or congenital aural atresia, led to
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significant improvement in sound localisation, speech recognition in quiet and in certain
noisy conditions14 These results were in agreement with results reported by Hamann and
co workers who also showed that the patients can benefit from bilateral BAHA
application s
An important reason for a patient to use a hearing aid is to understand speech in every
day situations Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the benefit of a hearing aid in terms
of the patient's speech perception performance with the hearing aid(s) Determining which
tools to use to document hearing aid benefit is still under debate It is important for
clinicians and researchers to know whether objectively determined benefit, as predicted by
clinical tests, can accurately indicate the hearing aid user's subjective benefit In previous
studies, comparisons between the subjective measurements and the objective audiological
results have shown variable outcomes 6789 Therefore, a patient's perception of success
cannot be overlooked It is concluded that any evaluation should include auditory and
speech recognition tests, as well as appropriate questionnaires
The present study evaluated the patients' opinions about bilateral BAHA application
compared to unilateral BAHA application by means of questionnaires Furthermore, the
outcomes were compared to the results of speech perception tests
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients with one BAHA and a(n) (almost) symmetrical sensorineural component of their
hearing loss were selected trom the Nijmegen BAHA series These patients received a
newsletter in which the results of bilateral BAHA application to the first four patients
were described and they were invited to participate in the study Seven patients responded
positively and subsequently received a second BAHA Together with the first tour
patients, eleven patients were included in this study
The selection criteria for one BAHA have been reported elsewhere 10 The selection
criteria for the application of a second BAHA are the same, but the sensorineural hearing
loss component should be (almost) symmetrical This means that the average bone
conduction threshold at 0 5, 1, 2 and 4 kHz in the two ears should not differ by more
than 10 dB, while at the respective frequencies it should not differ by more than 15 dB
Characteristics of the eleven patients are given in Table 1
The patients' opinions were obtained with two questionnaires, which covered different
listening situations Questionnaire 1 consisted of questions about the patients' experience
with the hearing aids and was a Dutch version of a questionnaire developed by Chung and
Stephens " This is one of the few questionnaires that has been specially developed to
document patients' preference with regard to monaural vs binaural hearing aid fitting The
options for answering were one hearing aid, two hearing aids or no difference between
the two hearing aids These answers were changed to one BAHA, two BAHAs or no
difference between the two BAHAs
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Table I Patient characteristics

PTA (dB HL)
Lett car

Right ear

panent

sex

age (yrs)

AC

ВС

AC

ВС

cause hearing loss

PI

m

51

63

20

P2

m

49

65

29

59

19

Chronic otitis

69

33

P3

Г

47

70

36

Chrome otitis

81

39

Chronic otitis

P4

m

43

70

P5

Г

14

60

10

75

15

Congenital atresia

20

60

10

P6

Г

22

77

Congenital atresia

13

68

10

Congenital atresia

P7

m

24

P8

m

36

55

5

60

0

Congenital atresia

50

5

64

11

P9

m

Chronic otitis

47

44

28

63

38

P1Ü

Chronic otitis

m

58

60

36

54

33

Pll

Chronic onus

1

22

63

20

58

19

Chronic onus

noie AC air conduction threshold, ВС hone conduction threshold,
PTA pure tone average at 0 5, 1, 2 and 4 kH/

For example "When you are listening to speech in quiet .situation!, involving 1 or 2
persons, do you find listening easier using a one BAHA b. two BAHAs с. no difference
(see Appendix). This questionnaire was filled in at home after the patients had been using
two BAHAs for at least 10 weeks.
Questionnaire 2 has been used in several of our previous studies on the BAHA 31: and
consists ot 3 categories of questions, namely five subquestions on speech recognition in
quiet places, nine subquestions on speech recognition in noisy places and eleven
subquestions on the perceived quality of everyday sounds The questions could be
answered on a scale from 1 to 10. A score of 1 represented the most negative answer
(extremely poor) and a score of 10 represented the most positive answer (excellent). For
example1 When it is quiet, can you understand one man? answer from 1 to 10 (see
Appendix).
This questionnaire was completed twice; first, in response to the unilateral BAHA
application before the patient was fitted with the second BAHA and again at least 10
weeks after the second BAHA had been fitted The scores from the first session were
available to the patient during the second session This was done because we were only
interested in a change in the scores, not the absolute values Average scores for each
category (speech recognition in quiet places, in noisy places and the quality of everyday
sounds) for the unilateral BAHA were subtracted from the average score for the bilateral
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ВАНА to calculate difference scores
To objectively measure speech recognition in quiet and in noice, test were performed
1
These test and the results in the first three patients have been described previously , as
4
well as the results of the four patients with congenital hearing loss Shortly to measure
speech recognition, in quiet and in noise, the speech recognition test developed by Plomp
n 14
and coworkers was used
This test makes use of 10 different lists of 13 short
conversational sentences and in the case of speech recognition in noise, a steady-state
speech-shaped noise The sentences and the noise are available on compact disc The
speech reception threshold in quiet or SRTqulM and the speech reception threshold in noise
or SRTllliret were established with an adaptive procedure 14 For the speech recognition in
quiet test, speech was presented by a loudspeaker in front of the patient SRT qma values
were obtained twice with the unilateral BAHA and twice with bilateral BAHAs and an
average value was obtained for both the unilateral BAHA and the bilateral BAHAs
Table 2 Results of Questionnaire I questions 5 II (see Appendix 2a)

When you are listening to speech in
quiet situations involving 1 or 2 persons,
do vou find listening easier using

2 BAHAs

1 BAHA

10

1 (P9)

When you are listening lo TV, radio,
or compact discs do you lind listening
easier using

1 (P9)

When you are listening to speech m noisy
situations, do you find listening easier using

2 (P6.P9)

nd

1 (P6)

When you are ai a meeting, church, pictures
or theatre, do you find listening easier using
When you are listening lo conversation
from a distance (over 6 m), do you find
listening easier using
When you have to locate sounds, e g car horn,
do you find listening easier using

10

When you are listening do you find it more
comfortable (more relaxed and easier) using

11

note P6 = patient 6,

P9 = patient 9, nd = no difference
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For the speech recognition in noise test, speech was presented by a loudspeaker in front
of the patient, but also speech-shaped noise was presented. To study whether the patients
could separate the sound from the speech source and the noise source, the sources were
separated spatially. The noise was presented by a loudspeaker on the left or right side of
the patient where the patient had been using the unilateral В AH A. The noise level was
fixed at 65 dBA, i.e. the overall level of normal conversation. SRTnolsc values were
obtained twice with the unilateral BAHA worn on the initial implant side and twice with
bilateral application. Results of the two trials were averaged
RESULTS
Questionnaire 1
The first four questions of this questionnaire concerned the use of the bilateral BAH As.
Results showed that all the patients were satisfied (n = 3) or very satisfied (n = 8) with the
bilateral В AH As. Ten out of the eleven patients were using both В AH As all the time. 7
days a week for more than 12 hours a day The remaining patient, P7, was using the
second BAHA for 8 to 12 hours a day. The results of questions 5 to 11, obtained with
questionnaire 1, are shown in Table 2 In answer to almost all the questions, the vast
majority of patients preferred two BAHAs One patient, P9, with a history of chronic
otitis media, preferred one BAHA in quiet and under most noisy conditions and reported
no difference when localising sounds. Another patient, P6, with bilateral congenital
atresia, preferred one BAHA generally in noisy places, but no difference was noticed
between one or two BAHAs when listening to the TV or radio.
Questionnaire 2
Figure 1 a, b, с shows the results obtained with questionnaire 2. Per patient the average
score for each category with the unilateral BAHA was subtracted from the average score
with the bilateral BAHAs to calculate difference scores. The categories were: speech
recognition in quiet places (figure la), speech recognition in noisy places (figure lb) and
the quality of everyday sounds (figure lc). All eleven patients experienced improvement
in speech recognition in quiet places with two BAHAs that ranged from +0.2 to + 4 2
(figure la) Improved speech recognition scores in noisy places with two BAHAs were
found in ten out of the eleven patients and ranged from -0.1 to +3.5 (figure lb) The
questions about the quality of sound also showed higher scores with two BAHAs in ten
out of the eleven patients and ranged from -0.6 to + 2.7 (figure lc).
The group ot patients with acquired hearing loss (n = 7, Pl-3 and P8-11) experienced
more benefit than those with congenital hearing loss (n=4, P4-7) The average change
between one and two BAHAs on the questions regarding speech recognition in quiet
places in the group with acquired hearing loss and in the group with congenital hearing
loss, was 2.4 and 0 65, respectively. For speech recognition in noisy places it was 2.0 vs
1 4 and tor the quality of everyday sounds it was 1 4 vs -0 03
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Figure I Questionnaire 2, change in scores (score with bitaieral BAHAs minus the unilateral ¡core of each
patient) A positive value means improvement with bilateral application Figure la Responses to questions on
speecii recognition in quiet places Figure lb Nois\ placet and Figure Ic Perceived qualit\ of evendav
bounds

Comparison between the audiological data and the answers to the questionnaires
Audiological measurements had been performed in all eleven patients The change in
SRTqultl and the change in SRT110i;c (score with one BAHA minus the bilateral score), were
compared to the results of the questionnaires It should be noted that the SRTl|u,eI score
depends directly on the volume setting of the BAHA For the SRT„olu score , this is not
the case because when the volume is set higher, the speech but also the noise will be
intensified Owing to the almost maximum preference for two BAHAs in the answers to
questionnaire 1, it was not possible to correlate these answers with the results of the
audiological measurements The numerical answers to questionnaire 2 showed variability,
so these results could be correlated with the audiological data The change in SRTquicl was
correlated with the change in scores for the questions on speech recognition m quiet
places The same was done for speech recognition in noise No significant correlation was
found between the change in SRTqulu and the questionnaire results in quiet places,
although the patients showed improvement with two BAHAs, both for SRTqu]Ll (figure 2a)
and in response to the questionnaire (figure la) The change in SRT„U]SC seemed to be
related to the scores for listening in noisy places if patient P9 was excluded This relation
is presented in figure 3 The Spearman rank correlation test revealed a coefficient of 0 46
with patient P9 and of 0 70, ρ = 0 02 without patient P9
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Figure 2 Results of the speech perception tests Figure 2a Change in SRTqut (test score with the unilateral
BAHA minus the bilateral score) Figure 2b Change in SRT^, A positive value means ¡mpro\ement with
bilateral application

So, there was a statistically significant correlation between SRTnolse and the answers to the
questions regarding noisy places if patient P9 was excluded For SRTqui(:l and SRTn0„c the
group with acquired hearing loss (n=7, PI 3 and P8 11) showed more benefit than those
with congenital hearing loss (n=4, P4-7) The change in SRTqulM was 4 9 and 3 8, while
the change in SRTmm,_ was 3 9 and 2 6, respectively (figures 2a, 2b) Once again, the
patients with acquired hearing loss performed better than those with congenital hearing
loss
DISCUSSION
The results showed that all eleven patients were satisfied with their two BAHAs and that
10 out of the eleven were using them for more than 12 hours per day, 7 days per week
Some enthusiasm bias cannot be excluded The results of patient P9 deserve separate
discussion, because they were contradictory For example, the results of questionnaire 1
and those of questionnaire 2 showed discrepancies On questionnaire 2 (figure 1 a, b, c)
he showed high scores with two BAHAs, but in questionnaire 1, he indicated that he
preferred one BAHA in several listening situations (see Table 2)
A second discrepancy is visible in figure 3 According to questionnaire 2 patient P9
improved clearly with two BAHAs, whereas the test result (change in SRT„01U) was
moderate This moderate score was in accordance with the patient's answers to the first
questionnaire We have no explanation for the discrepancies in this patient After
excluding patient P9, a relation was observed between the objective and subjective results
for speech recognition in noise
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I his suggests that the measured improvements were also experienced by the patients I or
the results on speech recognition in quiet no relation was found between the objective
and sub|ecti\e iesults This might have been due to changes in \olume setting which
have a direct effect on speech recognition m quiet, but not on speech recognition in noise
The limited number of patients in this study may also have played a role
1 he loui patients with bilateral congenital conductive hearing loss form a separate group,
because until now they had always been deprived of exogenous bilateral 'cues' Tigure
l a b, с and ligure 2 a, b show that the pciloimance of this gioup lagged behind that of
the othei group Comparing averaged data the audiological results and the ausweis
ìegarding speech recognition in quiet places and the quality of sound were poorer in this
gioup lor the SRT values, minor differences were found Nevertheless significant
improvements were also found in this group It is worthwhile to extend both groups
further, with extra attention focused on the gioup with bilateial congenital hearing loss
Although our study group was relative)} small results show that bilateial 13ΛΙΙΛ
application is woithuhile
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This thesis describes the short and long term results ot 'the bone anchored hearing aid
This system comprises a percutaneous titanium implant in the temporal bone and an
abutment with a transducer that causes vibrations in the skull bone which are transmitted
via bone conduction to the cochlea
The earlier described clinical results have demonstrated that it is possible to achieve a
permanent percutaneous titanium coupling between the skull and a hearing aid with little
risk ot complications ' ы
Chapter 2 describes the long-term clinical results with the titanium implants that were
placed by means ot two stage surgical procedure or one-stage surgical procedure and the
use ot a retroauncular skin graft In addition a simplified surgical technique was
developed and introduced in Nijmegen one-stage surgical procedure to place the titanium
screw without a skin graft The post operative results with the simplified surgical
technique are comparable with those obtained with the earlier surgical techniques The
clinical results of this study are in agreement with those reported in the literature The
results support the application of one stage surgical procedure without a skin graft
Chapter 3 presents three patients with pain as a complication They suffered from pain
around the implant site The titanium implant was ultimately removed from these patients
with the surrounding bone tissue, the clinical and histological tindings are described
The Department of Biomatenals/Handicap Research Goteborg University Sweden
performed qualitative and quantitative histological research into bone tissue around a
titanium implant There were no previous reports in the literature of pain as a
complication of titanium implants in the temporal bone No important abnormalities were
found in the quantitative study, as the duration ot implantation increased there was
greater contact between the bone and metal and larger quantities of bone between the
screw threads The study could not provide further explanation for the pain
In Chapter 5 the results ot speech perception in quiet and in noise with the BAHA are
compared to those obtained with a conventional bone conduction hearing aid (CBHA)
The majority ot patients showed considerable improvement with the BAHA
The results ot the BAHA compared with an air conduction hearing aid are presented in
Chapter 4 were less consistent In agreement with earlier research, patients with
conductive or mixed hearing loss were found to benefit from being fitted with a
BAHA и | 6 In a number ot patients, the results with the BAHA were poorer than those
with an air conduction hearing aid It is therefore important to inform the patients that
speech perception may be poorer with a BAHA Our study showed that this could occur it
the air bone gap was smaller than 25 30 dB It the an bone gap was larger than 30 dB
then the majority ot patients had better speech perception with a BAHA The technical
shortcomings of an air conduction hearing aid were believed to be responsible for this
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High amplification is required to close the air-bone gap
An important conclusion from this study is that the BAHA is a good alternative for
patients in whom wearing an air conduction hearing aid causes chronic ear infection The
results suggest that it may be advantageous to fit these patients with a BAHA at an early
stage to achieve a better chance of healing
Chapter 5 describes the short and long term results of patients fitted with a BAHA
HC200/30O who previously used a conventional bone conduction hearing aid This
comparison has also been made in the literature 171u Two groups ot patients were
compared, group I has been described before by E Mylanus et al '5, while the group II
has been formed by the subsequent patients who received a BAHA Follow-up results
have been obtained from group I, who have been using a BAHA for more than 5 years
There were very few medico-technical problems The patients opinions about their
BAHA are also presented
On average, the patients' opinions had changed very little after five years of BAHA use
The scores for speech perception in noise and quiet were comparable in groups I and II
This indicates that the positive results of group I described by E Mylanus were not a
coincidence
Chapter 6 describes the results obtained with the recently developed, more powerful
BAHA Cordelle A pilot study was performed on 7 patients with a severe sensorineural
component in their hearing loss who had been using a BAHA superbass (BAHA HC220)
for more than two years They were asked to try the new BAHA Cordelle tor one week
Audiometrie measurements and subjective opinions were recorded At the higher
trequencies, better tree-field thresholds were found with the BAHA Cordelle than with the
BAHA Superbass In addition, six out of the seven patients showed significant
improvement in speech perception with the new hearing aid These six patients preferred
the BAHA Cordelle to the BAHA Superbass
The BAHA Cordelle is of additional benefit to patients with a severe sensorineural
component in their hearing loss
In 1995 a prospective study started in Nijmegen on bilateral application of the BAHA
Previously it had only been possible to fit bone conduction hearing aids bilaterally by
mounting one m each arm of a special hearing-speciacie frame One study was available
on bilateral application of the BAHA Bilateral application led to significant improvement
in speech perception in quiet21
The results presented in Chapter 7 on bilateral BAHA application in the first three
Nijmegen patients can be considered favourable These patients have an almost
symmetrical sensorineural component in their hearing loss Significant improvement was
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observed in sound localisation, speech perception in quiet and in some noisy situations
The improvements achieved with bilateral application were attributed to diotic summation
and greater spacial discrimination All three patients preferred the bilateral BAHAs and
were using them all day
A second study on the effect of bilateral BAHAs was performed on four patients with
congenital atresia Tests comprised speech perception in quiet, speech perception in noise
and sound localisation Betöre being fitted with a BAHA, these patients had been using a
unilateral conventional bone conduction hearing aid since very early childhood All four
patients showed significant improvement in sound localisation with bilateral BAHAs This
was also valid for speech perception in quiet In three out of the four patients, significant
improvement was also observed for speech perception in noise
It can be concluded that patients with symmetrical congenital conductive hearing loss will
benefit from bilateral BAHA application
Besides audiometrie data, the opinions of the patients about bilateral BAHA application
were also very important These are presented in Chapter 9 Questionnaires were filled in
by eleven patients who were using a unilateral BAHA, before the second BAHA was
fitted Ten out of the eleven patients preferred bilateral BAHA application to the
unilateral condition under all everyday circumstances and the patients were all satisfied
with the second BAHA These positive results are in agreement with the positive
audiometrie findings in this thesis
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In dit proefschrift worden de korte en lange termijn resultaten beschreven van het in het
"bot verankerd hoortoestel" Dit is een systeem dat beslaat uit een percutaan titanium
implantaat geplaatst in het temporale bot met daaraan bevestigd een transducer welke
trilling van het bot veroorzaakt en geluid doorgeeft naar de cochlea door beengeleiding
De eerder beschreven klinische resultaten duiden aan dat een permanente percutané
titanium verbinding tussen schedelbeen en hoortoestel met een laag risico voor
complicaties mogelijk is ' 14 De klinische lange termijn resultaten met de titanium
implantaten welke in iwee chirurgische tasen en in een chirurgisch tase zijn geplaatst met
het gebruik van retro-aunculair verkregen huidtransplantaat worden in hoofdstuk 2
besproken Verder wordt er een in Nijmegen ontwikkelde en vereenvoudigde chirurgische
techniek geïntroduceerd, nl het plaatsen van de titaniumschroef in een fase zonder
gebruik van een huidtransplantaat De post-operatieve resultaten met de vereenvoudigde
chirurgische techniek zijn vergelijkbaar met die van de eerder gebruikte chirurgische
technieken De klinische resultaten welke beschreven zijn in dit proefschrift komen
overeen met andere resultaten welke in de literatuur zijn vermeld De veimelde resultaten
ondersteunen de toepassing van de operatie in een fase met de vereenvoudigde
chirurgische techniek zonder toepassing van een vrij transplantaat
In hoofdstuk 3 worden enkele patiënten met pijn als complicatie beschreven In totaal
presenteerden 3 patiënten zich in deze Nijmeegse serie met pijn in en rond het
implantatie-gebied In hoofdstuk 3 worden van de patiënten, waarbij uiteindelijk de
titanium implantaten met omgevend bot verwijderd zijn, de klinische en histologische
bevindingen besproken In het "Department of Biomaterials/Handicap Research, Goteborg
University", Zweden is kwalitatief en kwantitatief histologisch onderzoek verricht naar
het botweetsel rondom het titaniumimplantaat Er is geen eerdere rapportage gevonden in
de literatuur van locale pijn als complicatie bij titanium implantaten in het temporale bot
Bij het kwantitatieve onderzoek werden geen bijzondere afwijkingen gevonden Wel werd
naarmate het implantaat langer was geïmplanteerd meer contact tussen bot met metaal en
meer botweetsel tussen de windingen van de schroef gevonden Dit onderzoek gat verder
geen verklaring voor de pijn
De resultaten van het spraakverslaan in stilte en in rumoer met de BAHA zijn vergeleken
met die met een conventionele bone conduction hearing aid De meerderheid van de
patiënten het een significante verbetering zien met de BAHA Ten opzichte van een
luchtgeleidingshoortoestel zijn de resultaten minder eenduidig In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de
BAHA vergeleken met hel eerder door de patient gebruikte luchtgeleidingshoortoestel In
overeenstemming met eerder onderzoek, wordt in dit hoofdstuk gevonden dat bij patiënten
met een conductief of gemengd gehoorverhes, de BAHA een goede oplossing is |s '6 Bij
een aantal patiënten werd echter een minder goed resultaat behaald met de BAHA dan
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met het luchtgeleidingshoortoestel. Het is daarom belangrijk om met de patiënten te
bespreken dat er sprake kan zijn van een verminderd spraakverstaan Ons onderzoek
toonde aan dat dit voor kan komen wanneer de air-bone gap kleiner is dan 25-30 dB.
Indien de patiënten een air-bone gap hebben die groter is dan 30 dB, dan hebben vrijwel
alle patiënten een beter spraakverstaan bij het dragen van een BAHA. De technische
beperking van het luchtgeleidingshoortoestel is als verklaring hiervoor gegeven. Hoge
versterking is benodigd om de air-bone gap te overbruggen Een belangrijke conclusie van
dit deelonderzoek is dat de BAHA een goed alternatief is voor patiënten met chronische
looporen die voor hun gehoorverlies een ACHA dragen. De resultaten suggereren dat bij
deze patiënten wellicht eerder voor de BAHA gekozen moet worden ten einde het oor
betere genezingskansen te geven.
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de korte en lange termijn resultaten van patiënten behandeld die
een BAHA HC 200/300 dragen en die eerder een conventionele beengeleider gebruikten
In de literatuur is deze vergelijking al eerder gemaakt 172° In dit hoofdstuk worden twee
groepen met elkaar vergeleken, de eerste groep is al beschreven in de thesis van Dr.
Mylanus et al.15 en de daaropvolgende groep, de tweede groep, is uit de voortgaande
opeenvolgende BAHA serie. De eerste groep welke al meer dan 5 jaar een BAHA
gebruiken zijn sedertdien gevolgd. De geringe medisch-technische problemen in deze
groep worden besproken. Eveneens is naar de opinie van de patient gevraagd
Samengevat waren gemiddeld genomen de meningen van de patiënten na meer dan 5 jaar
BAHA gebruik onveranderd De scores voor het spraakverstaan in stilte en in ruis waren
voor beide groepen vergelijkbaar. Dit indiceert dat de positieve resultaten van groep I
beschreven door E. Mylanus geen toevalsbevindingen zijn.
Recent is er een nog sterkere BAHA ontwikkeld, de BAHA cordelle Een pilot-study
werd verricht onder 7 patiënten met een ernstige perceptieve component in hun
gehoorverlies. Aan hen werd gevraagd om dit nieuwe hoortoestel één week te proberen
De resultaten worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 Deze patiënten gebruikten al meer dan 2
jaren de BAHA superbass (BAHA HC220). Audiometrische resultaten en subjectieve
bevindingen met de BAHA cordelle zijn verkregen. In de hoge frequenties werden betere
vrije veld drempels met de BAHA cordelle dan met de BAHA superbass gevonden
Verder werd in zes van de 7 patiënten een significante verbetering gevonden met het
nieuwe hoortoestel in het spraakverstaan Deze zes patiënten prefereerden de BAHA
cordelle boven de BAHA superbass. Concluderend is het toestel van toegevoegde waarde
voor patiënten met een ernstige perceptieve component in het gehoorverlies
In 1995 werd er in Nijmegen een prospectieve studie gestart met het dubbelzijdig
aanpassen van de BAHA. Eerder konden beengeleidingshoortoestellen alleen tweezijdig
worden aangepast in de beide armen van een hoorbril. Een studie was bekend over
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bilaterale aanpassing van de ВАНА. Bilaterale toepassing leidde tol significante
verbeteringen in spraakverstaan in stilte 2 '
In hoofdstuk 7 zijn de resultaten van de bilaterale aanpassing bij de drie eerste Nijmeegse
patiënten gunstig te noemen. Deze patiënten hebben een nagenoeg symmetrische
perceptieve component in hun gehoorverlies. Het localiseren van geluid, het
spraakverstaan m stilte en het spraakverstaan onder sommige rumoerige omstandigheden
verbeterden significant ten opzichte van de unilaterale aanpassing De verbeteringen van
de bilaterale aanpassing werden toegeschreven aan diotische sommatie en de mogelijkheid
om gelulden ruimtelijk beter te onderscheiden. Alle drie de patiënten prefereren de
binaurale BAHAs en gebruiken ze de gehele dag.
Bij vier patiënten met aangeboren congenitale atresien is in een tweede studie eveneens
het effect van bilaterale aanpassing getest. De testen bestonden uit het verstaan van spraak
in stilte, verstaan van spraak in ruis en het localiseren van geluiden. Vóór het gebruik van
de BAHA werd al vanaf zéér jonge leeftijd door deze patiënten een unilaterale
conventionele beengeleider gebruikt. Alle vier de patiënten lieten met twee BAHAs een
significante verbetering zien in het localiseren van geluid Dit gold ook voor het
spraakverstaan in stilte. Bij drie van de vier patiënten werd er eveneens een significante
verbetering gevonden in spraakverstaan in ruis. Geconcludeerd is dat patiënten met een
symmetrisch aangeboren conductief gehoorsverlies baat hebben bij een bilaterale BAHAaanpassing.
Naast de audiomelrische bevindingen zijn de meningen van patiënten met een tweezijdige
BAHA aanpassing van groot belang. In hoofdstuk 9 wordt hieraan aandacht besteed
Vragenlijsten werden ingevuld door elf patiënten die al een (unilaterale) BAHA
gebruikten voordat ze een tweede BAHA ontvingen Tien van de elf patiënten
prefereerden de bilaterale BAHA aanpassing boven de unilaterale onder dagelijkse
omstandigheden en de patiënten waren tevreden met de tweede BAHA. Deze positieve
resultaten komen overeen met de positieve audiometrische resultaten in deze thesis
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APPENDIX 1
Questionnaire used in the study, " An intraindividual comparison of the BAHA and airconduction hearing aids" Chapter 4
1

Which hearing aid is better with regard to
A the occurrence of ear infections,
Air conduction hearing aid D

ВАНА Π

no difference D

ВАНА Π

no difference G

В speech recognition in quiet places,
Air conduction hearing aid D

С speech recognition in noise surroundings,
Air conduction hearing aid D

ВАНА Π

no difference Π

ВАНА Π

no difference Π

BAHA D

no difference D

BAHA D

no difference G

BAHA α

no difference Π

BAHA G

no difference G

D sound quality,
Air conduction hearing aid D
E visability,
Air conduction hearing aid D
F handling,
Air conduction hearing aid D
G feedback problems,
Air conduction hearing aid D
H ENT-visits,
Air conduction hearing aid D
2

On which of these heanng-aid-related apects A to H does the BAHA distinguish
itself most from the previous hearing aid in a positive sense'

3

On which of these heanng-aid-related aspects A to H does the BAHA distinguish
itself most from the previous hearing aid in a negative sense'

4

Do you regard cleansing of the implant and the surrounding skin as a burden'
(yes/no)
In general, which hearing aid do you prefer'
Air conduction hearing aid Π

BAHA Q
159

no difference Q
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APPENDIX 2a
Questionnaire 1 used in the study, "Patients' opinions about bilateral BAHA application
compared to unilateral application" Chapter 9
Τ
Are your present hearing aids
d
b
с
d
2

Do you wear two hearing aids
a
b
с
d

3

0
less than 1
1 4
4-8
8 12
over 12

On average, how many days a week do you use two hearing aids
a
b
с
d

5

all the time
most of the time
often (for some time every day)
never

On average, how many hours a day do you use two hearing aids
a
b
с
d
e
f

4

very satisfactory
satisfactory
unsatisfactory
very unsatisfactory

0
1
2
3

e
f
g
h

4
5
6
7

When you are listening to speech in quiet situations involving 1 or 2 persons, do
you find listening easier using
a
b
с

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference
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6

When you are listening to TV, radio, or records, do you find listening easier
using
a
b
с

7

When you are listening to speech in noisy situations, do you find listening easier
using
a
b
с

8

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference

When you have to locate sounds, e g car horn, do you find listening easier using
a
b
с

11

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference

When you are listening to conversation from a distance (over 20 feet), do you find
listening easier using
a
b
с

10

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference

When you are at meeting, church, pictures or theatre, do you find listening easier
using
d
b
с

9

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference

When you are listening, do you find it more comfortable (more relaxed and easier)
sing
a
b
с

1 hearing aid
2 hearing aids
no difference
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APPENDIX 2b
Questionnaire 2 used in the study, "Patients' opinions about bilateral BAHA application
compared to unilateral application" Chapter 9

When it is quiet, can you understand
a

one man 9

b

one woman'

с

one child 7

d

television 7

e

radio 9

Can you understand someone who is speaking
a

while the radio or television is on 9

b

at a party or meeting '

с

in a crowded hall 9

d

in a restaurant 9

e

in a street with a lot of traffic9

f

in a busy shop 9

g

in a lecture hall 9

h

on a bus or train 7

ι

in a car 9

What is your opinion about the quality of sound of
a

the voices of men 9

b

the voices of women >

с

the voices of children 9

d
e

music''

f

a telephone conversation 7

g

cutlery 9
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Stellingen
behorend bij het academisch proefschrift
Bone Anchored Hearing, short and long term results

Nijmegen, 3 juni 1998

С T.M. van der Pouw

1.

Bij een air-bone gap groter dan 30 dB komen patiënten
met een BAHA tot een beter spraakverstaan dan patiënten
met een luchtgeleidingshoortoestel.
(dit proefschrift)

2.

Het dubbelzijdig aanpassen van een BAHA leidt tot beter
spraakverstaan in stilte en soms in rumoer.
(dit proefschrift)

3.

Patiënten met een congenitale atresie van de beide gehoorgangen kunnen met een bilaterale BAHA-aanpassing
geluid beter localiseren.
(dit proefschrift)

4.

Het plaatsen van de titaniumschroef in één fase zonder
gebruik van een vrij huidtransplantaat laat een vergelijkbaar postoperatief resultaat zien ten opzichte van de eerder
gebruikte chirurgische techniek waarbij de titaniumschroef
in twee fasen wordt geplaatst met gebruik van een retroauriculair huidtransplantaat.
(dit proefschrift)

5.

Voor patiënten met otosclerose die geen baat hebben bij
een stapedotomie of bij het aanpassen van een conventioneel hoortoestel is de BAHA een derde optie.

6.

Zelfs het meest geavanceerde hoortoestel blijft slechts een
hulpmiddel voor de slechthorende.

Gendiagnostiek (connexin 26) voor niet-syndromale
autosomaal recessieve vroegkinderlijke doofheid (DFNB1)
is thans in de klinische praktijk toepasbaar.
(Estivili X. et al. Lancet 1998; 351: 394-398.)
De wisseling van een spraakprothese is sinds de komst
van de Provox 2 front loader voor zowel arts als patiënt
beter te slikken.
Bij schildklierchirurgie is pre- en postoperatieve controle
van de mobiliteit van de stemplooien gewenst.
(BrugginkT. et al. NTvG 1995; 139: 570-574.)
Naast "Nike-air's" en "Aussi's" zal de gabbercultuur
binnenkort nog "verrijkt" worden met hoortoestellen.
Het vieren van je verjaardag is gezond. Het blijkt dat
diegenen die dit het meest doen, het oudst worden.
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